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Aug 29, 2013 at 2:20pm UTC
stamfordstu: I'm going out tonight, can you watch the kids?
#AskBoris
2 minutes ago

hasnainbanaras: Do you like the bum bum? #AskBoris
3 minutes ago

suzecadman: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
3 minutes ago

Yippieeeeee: #askBoris What should I name my future child?: A)
Cuthbert B) Pubert C) Cuntstick
3 minutes ago

jhwilts: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE convince
all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
4 minutes ago

Jean_Marbella: Why @mayorsrb doesn't have twitter q&a's:
“@davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris Why do all the
new buses smell of socks?”
4 minutes ago

SamuelPutnam: Wouldn't know where to start with #AskBoris
@joshdbaines
4 minutes ago

sherbsville: RT @DrinkTango: .@MayorofLondon Would you
rather fight a horse-sized duck or a hundred duck-sized horses?
#AskBoris
4 minutes ago

Little_Khaleesi: RT @willjoswift: @MayorofLondon do you think
that David Cameron is a twat? #AskBoris
4 minutes ago

Alisiaj3bC: #AskBoris We stated "no" to medicines, but they
simply probably would not listen. All I would like can be a
5 minutes ago

rgaretho: Have you ever worked out who the villain was in an
episode of Scooby Doo before the end? #AskBoris
5 minutes ago

DeezySuave: When will you, @russellhoward and Brian Blessed
finally go on the lash together? #askBoris
5 minutes ago

knowmyground: shit i missed #AskBoris
6 minutes ago

BaybeC: Are u the father of my love child? #askboris
http://t.co/ucyiWhwY4A
7 minutes ago

FrancisGuidera: @MayorofLondon #askboris Kylie or Dannii?
7 minutes ago

serbocroatoan: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
7 minutes ago

_JakeOliver: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
7 minutes ago

serbocroatoan: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
7 minutes ago

Yippieeeeee: #askBoris Did you attend #Susanalbumparty ?
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TalkLondon: Read today's #AskBoris session in full via @storify storify.com/TalkLondon/ask… & carry on talking with other
Londoners: talk.london.gov.uk

65

gregsreallycool

2

0

2,274

11 minutes ago

66

charlie29122012

2

7

2,218

67

Londonislovinit

1

0

2,186

beccnixx: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris will you take a photo of
yourself pulling your thumbs up smiling, i want it tattooed on
me!

68

abbieruth_

1

0

2,180

69

Afc_fans

1

0

2,154

ThatBrianMack: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris do you wanna come
to mine for tea next Wednesday? Lasagne and homemade garlic
bread

70

Kemlyn_IT

2

0

2,140

12 minutes ago

71

FionnaighHessey

1

0

2,109

AimeeeeeLou: @MayorofLondon #askboris I think you should do
some barclay bikes for children as well :) do you agree?
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GuyAriGrandeFan

1

0

2,051

12 minutes ago

73

FloNosegbe

1

0

1,965

KetamineKat: #AskBoris we sorting syria or wot m8 tiz a fucking
joke pal!

74

ohlookitsjess_

1

0

1,949

13 minutes ago

75

PhilipIndigo

7

1
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ComedyWoOl: What's your favourite Colour? #AskBoris Now
that's how you baffle a Tory nowadays!
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13 minutes ago

77

Louis_Bumcaster
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0

1,828

78

KayAlMeshari

1
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Matt_Pugh: RT @ChrisBTSP: #AskBoris > Want one?“@BTSP:
#GIVEAWAY Win your own personalised Twitter mug! Simply
retweet this & follow to enter! http://…
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80
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1
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tehdannyhughes: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest
animal you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a
cannon? #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
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13 minutes ago

82

PersonalCreeper

1

0
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7 minutes ago

nasjasonrashid: #askBoris C ur still riding that platinum wave.
7 minutes ago

rgaretho: Have you ever wrestled a bear? #AskBoris
8 minutes ago

FascismWatchUK: RT @JG_THE: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon Net
migration figures rising. Does that mean we should start
counting down the hours to next int stude…
8 minutes ago

timeshighered: RT @JG_THE: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon Net
migration figures rising. Does that mean we should start
counting down the hours to next int stude…
8 minutes ago

russell_lydia: Why are you so sexy?? #AskBoris
9 minutes ago

edhardy95: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest animal
you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a cannon?
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon
9 minutes ago

GeorgePTweets: #askBoris have u ever ridden a moose?
10 minutes ago

ferguspickles: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest animal
you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a cannon?
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon
10 minutes ago

nahkliahus: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever caused
you embarrassment?
10 minutes ago

Philtherine: #askBoris Have you ever managed to camouflage
yourself within a bale of hay or a thatched roof?
11 minutes ago

11 minutes ago

13 minutes ago
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FantasyWriter91: #askBoris did you and Donald Trump get your
hair out the same shop?
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14 minutes ago
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AntJamDun: @MayorofLondon just1more- why does The Second
City not have any form of RTSs other than an
ineffective/inefficient bus service? #AskBoris
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Charlottehugh1
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Amyylowe

3

0

1,080

123

EddieisNo1

1

0

1,077

124

Justinian_II

1

0

1,072

StonesyTheRed: When are you going to apologise to the people
of Liverpool and lfc fans in general for your uneducated
hillsborough comments? #askBoris
13 minutes ago

cbconstruct: RT @henryrhall: @MayorofLondon When will we
start seeing real progress to improve the safety of cyclists
accross London? #AskBoris
13 minutes ago

14 minutes ago

allig4torsky_: #AskBoris flibbidy flobbidy biddy boddy boop?
14 minutes ago

scotty_buchan: @MayorofLondon would you rather be major of
London or Ron Burgandy #askboris
15 minutes ago

yinglui: Where have you been this summer? @bozzie_ #AskBoris
15 minutes ago

zackariakarhani: #AskBoris what products do you use on your
hair?
15 minutes ago

Stu_Green7: What is your favourite word #AskBoris
15 minutes ago

SocialMediaJon: #askBoris @Shaun_Flook London wage..Great
idea..Can we have it in Bristol?
16 minutes ago

Chuck_Prod: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon British are more deeply
connected with the Australians culturally and emotionally? Not
when cricket is involved?
16 minutes ago

Poppy_Corbett: @AliciaABayly How long is your dangle?
#AskBoris #DangleBoris
16 minutes ago

GeorgePTweets: #askBoris who's ur barber??
16 minutes ago

thehungryowl: #AskBoris would you rather fight 3 men, or a
man three times the size of a normal man
16 minutes ago

SocialMediaJon: #askBoris @Shaun_Flook Increased tube
fairs..WTF?
16 minutes ago

aidanbfc94LP: #AskBoris whats your favorite butty boris?
17 minutes ago

burnard3: @MayorofLondon how about a shout out to London
RNLI Lifeboats keeping the Thames safe. Tower RNLI saved a
sinking boat last night #askboris
17 minutes ago

SocialMediaJon: #askBoris @Shaun_Flook Ok..here we go then...
17 minutes ago

cliffey83: #askBoris given the Hillsborough revalations late last
year, are all Scousers still self pitying and should we still 'just
move on'?
18 minutes ago

bickypeg: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
18 minutes ago
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SheWore: @MayorofLondon Arsenal might be short of a few
players Sunday, are you free ? #AskBoris
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22 minutes ago
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LOTRLuke: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest animal you
think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a cannon?
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon
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maxnebo
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0
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ardyTArdY: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon What's it like to be
Mayor of London?

160

guywaynechan
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23 minutes ago
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2
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LewSinco: Please can I have the address of your barbers
#askBoris
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23 minutes ago
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166

Jessiekedj

1

0
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AliciaABayly: Will you be dangling from anything again soon?
#AskBoris #DangleBoris
18 minutes ago

dr_bieber_69: I love how even #askBoris trends above
#HappyBirthdayLiam
19 minutes ago

JoeTRogan: #AskBoris Miss Jansen's on twitter?! @tashabear97
19 minutes ago

ArsenalKieran: RT @SheWore: @MayorofLondon Arsenal might
be short of a few players Sunday, are you free ? #AskBoris
19 minutes ago

cliffey83: #askBoris is it true you're not a real person but
actually just a suit that people put on and act like idiots in?
19 minutes ago

thehungryowl: #AskBoris why haven't you paid my child support
for the past 5 months
20 minutes ago

stevelewington: #AskBoris please give me a vote or rt if you'd be
so kind! Light the Night Sky talenthouse.com/creativeinvite…
#Plymouth #Inspiration
20 minutes ago

StonesyTheRed: Who would win in an arm wrestle between you
and big Dave Cameron? #askBoris
20 minutes ago

GeorgePTweets: RT @SheWore: @MayorofLondon Arsenal might
be short of a few players Sunday, are you free ? #AskBoris
21 minutes ago

Lordhillwood: RT @SheWore: @MayorofLondon Arsenal might be
short of a few players Sunday, are you free ? #AskBoris
21 minutes ago

JacksonJesse_: RT @hassaan97: #AskBoris I urge you to make an
appearance on Russell Howard's Good News. :)
21 minutes ago

22 minutes ago

SiobhanDaly: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
22 minutes ago

JackPeters_: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
22 minutes ago

hassaan97: #AskBoris I urge you to make an appearance on
Russell Howard's Good News. :)
22 minutes ago

Aug 29, 2013 at 2:00pm UTC
JacksonJesse_: When are you going to become Prime Minister?
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon
23 minutes ago

ardyTArdY: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
24 minutes ago
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AlfiesMum1: RT @lizzydowling1: #AskBoris. Why is it wrong to
challenge your brother in a leadership contest but ok
to...repeatedly...cheat on your wife…
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31 minutes ago
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lisaannejenkins: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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33 minutes ago

194

calumlupin
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600

AbsoluteBobbins: #AskBoris who should #Spurs sign next and
who is going to win the #NLD?
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599

34 minutes ago

196

conord182
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0

599

197

fudgetunnel

2
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gregsreallycool: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
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Yippieeeeee

2
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aguttiaguirre

1

0
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SiobhanDaly

1

0
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MarkFricker: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

204

AaronShrimpton

1

0
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35 minutes ago

205

ElectricManny

6

2

576

edbev5: #AskBoris Can Scotland have independence just like
London? Vote YES
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jodderz93

2

0
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36 minutes ago

207

Ste6106

1

0

575

208

dilaraxmalik

1

0
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BlueLinen1: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

209

emilypringlee

1

0

567

Chuck_Prod: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever
caused you embarrassment?
24 minutes ago

lee_p65: #askBoris do you own a pair of mustard corduroys.!!
24 minutes ago

wrighty_84: #AskBoris how many domestic cats do you think
you could fight at once?
25 minutes ago

CaptainStroppy: Why does Tower Bridge open for tourist boats
stopping hundreds of people & sometimes ambulances from
going about their business? #askBoris
27 minutes ago

Mikeyyy2795: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest animal
you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a cannon?
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon
28 minutes ago

connortie: #askboris @MayorofLondon how far can you long
jump?
30 minutes ago

abbieruth_: RT @EganQ643: #askBoris wanna smoke some
meth?
31 minutes ago

BartoszZbroja: @Lanthsky @aronsem sztuka dyplomacji
językowej:) "bardziej zasadny oczywiście", niech tak i bedzie! ale
PR #HGW powinni zajrzeć do #AskBoris
32 minutes ago

vJoshTheBeast: #AskBoris Would you rather be tall or small.
32 minutes ago

JessieSniff: @neilroddis you're trending? #AskBoris
33 minutes ago

35 minutes ago

gregsreallycool: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
35 minutes ago

robinchittock69: Do you believe in the existence of goldfish?
#AskBoris
35 minutes ago

36 minutes ago

Amber_Moscaroli: RT @gemmajadeeee: #AskBoris my boyfriend
wouldn't let me name my cat after you, does this make you as
upset as me. @MayorofLondon
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ShahrumSmith

1

0
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211

KingIsh_

1

0
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LovelyHoranEyes

1

0

560

213

annishaaaa
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0
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214

PGulzar
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0

554

215

willistaylor97

2

0

548

216

Daniel___BSc
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0

545

217

azzapitty

1

0

542

218

FascismWatchUK

1

0

539

219

GlassockMichael

1

0

538

220

_SlideeAway

1

0

538
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JipJipperson

1

0

535

222

EganQ643

1

1

534

223

spyro_dragon1

2

0

534

224

RishiChico

2

0

532

225

pthemissionary

1

0

531

226

GreyhoundGeezer

1

0

526

227

abbi_mk94

1

0

522

228

ZaraBain

1

0

522

229

theonionlives

1

0

512

dave_swain3: @BiscuitAhoy do you ever here my nephews and
niece going past your house singing Boris is a Buffoon?
#AskBoris

230

InterQuestSimon

2

0

506

43 minutes ago

231

tomscarb

2

0

504

232

laurakatew

1

0

503

ShahrumSmith: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt

233

CaptMikeYates

1

0

495

234

SavilloTheGreat

2

0

494

235

tonybasnett

1

0

492

236

JoshuaHart78

1

0

492

237

flaming_nora

1

0

489

238

ChDogTraining

1

0

489

239

HappytobeTommy

1

8

487

240

kissing_fire

3

0

486

241

JackAttack467

2

0

479

242

ILikeSpursDaily

1

0

473

243

19drew_morgan72

1

0

471

244

diddledkaty

1

0

470

245

AmyZofiaBrooks

1

2

469

246

Sarah_racewear

1

0

468

knowlesy44: RT @ChrisBTSP: #AskBoris > Want one?“@BTSP:
#GIVEAWAY Win your own personalised Twitter mug! Simply
retweet this & follow to enter! http://…

247

cavistio

1

0

468

about 1 hour ago

248

AliciaABayly

1

0

466

249

jadeyandcoke

1

0

460

evren_ahmet: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a
Turk, but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it.
And you know where. This isn'…

250

excelsiormalta

1

0

460

36 minutes ago

joolsm: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE convince
all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
36 minutes ago

marcussporle: #askboris how come you're not our prime
minister yet?
36 minutes ago

_AJTweets_: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
39 minutes ago

Gwynithb: @rocket9ueen @Gwynithb it was for #AskBoris andys
van is blacklisted so no Albert hall etc for him
40 minutes ago

LeeWood_14: RT @CoryAllen_: spit or swallow? #AskBoris
@MayorofLondon
40 minutes ago

WarlordGuymer: RT @just_kie: Are you prepared for the dolphin
apocalypse? #AskBoris
40 minutes ago

BananaRaccoon: #AskBoris Can I have your autograph?
41 minutes ago

PersonalCreeper: #AskBoris Can you do another Basketball
trickshot for all of us?
42 minutes ago

43 minutes ago

Jimmy_Weldrick: #AskBoris when was the last time you
showered?
about 1 hour ago

sbgoodguy: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

itchybellend: #askBoris @MayorofLondon Who does your
hair???? Harvey price???
about 1 hour ago

LizzieP865: #askBoris Can you build some affordable houses in
London please?
about 1 hour ago

ForyRoster: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

KingIsh_: #AskBoris Will you ever get a haircut?
@MayorofLondon
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

itchybellend: #askBoris @MayorofLondon What age were you
when you won Wimbledon???
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DommieWobble

1

0

457

252

haroldHammond

3

0

456

253

Carole29

1

0

453

254

darnellbrooklyn

1

0

453

255

bigsharpzz

2

0

453

256

aidanbfc94LP

1

0

452

257

G3M01

1

0

451

_BethHancock_: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest
animal you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a
cannon? #AskBoris @MayorofLondon

258

Haus_LewLew

1

0

448

about 1 hour ago

259

therealrichc

4

0

448

itchybellend: #askBoris @MayorofLondon How did you make it
so far in life being a grade 3 downes syndrome???

260

Robfrench1

1

0

442

about 1 hour ago

261

farliechink

1

0

442

andypars:

262

Life_of_Tom

1

0

440

263

BCCletts

1

0

437

264

EmilyNonoo

1

0

437

265

themarcushinton

1

0

435

daniellebond92: RT @leesashields10: Can Me And
@daniellebond92 Have A RT As Were Massive Fans? #AskBoris
@mayoroflondon :)

266

BenPorRov

1

0

433

about 1 hour ago

267

guyarmitage

1

0

428

_Smithy1997: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley

268

SamuelPutnam

1

0

428

about 1 hour ago

269

ThembaletuMbang

1

0

425

kuboyd: #askBoris How many fig rolls, are too many fig rolls?

270

beneckton

1

0

424

271

marissatom16

1

0

424

1970RobD: I bet you can't put that fruit Parris in your mouth
without chewing it ;-p #AskBoris

272

rawrkittyx

1

0

420

about 1 hour ago

273

Hal_McGonigle

1

0

419

scottjok: #askBoris What is your view on male 'office shorts' ?

274

ham17spurs

2

0

414

275

adamenglebright

1

0

414

Alex_Broxson: @BorysKrywyj #askboris is trending on twitter! If
only it was aimed at you.

276

eyespyhifi

1

0

409

about 1 hour ago

277

ellsdyer

1

0

409

leesashields10: Can Me And @daniellebond92 Have A RT As
Were Massive Fans? #AskBoris @mayoroflondon :)

278

OJSheridan

1

0

404

about 1 hour ago

279

Mung10

2

0

402

280

JoeHeadland95

1

0

401

gwinniejones: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest animal
you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a cannon?
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon

281

pindibuoy

1

0

400

282

DanDEnglish

1

0

398

283

StyleDivision

1

0

397

284

annamayb

1

0

396

285

melissaquayle

1

0

393

286

shimano34

1

0

390

MunadiahAftab: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

287

marieloveskhali

1

0

389

about 1 hour ago

288

_grace_grace

1

0

384

289

_Smithy1997

1

0

382

Aley_Benno: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest animal
you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a cannon?
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon

290

Ben_Offiler

1

0

379

291

danny_mcneillie

2

0

378

292

FlanaganSim

1

0

377

293

HenryConen95

1

0

377

about 1 hour ago

itchybellend: #askBoris @MayorofLondon Do you still suck milk
from your lactating titties
about 1 hour ago

Cheekyweeky1: #askBoris Who does your hair?? And do they
take LSD every day?? Or just when you are due in??
about 1 hour ago

Must...not....use...the....#askboris...hashtag....to....hurl...abuse...at...attenti
seeking...and...clueless...mayor...
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

NathanMulliner: @MayorofLondon How do you get your hair so
shiny? Pantene Pro V? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

Aley_Benno: RT @StuartMBarratt: #AskBoris Are you having a
medical at Spurs as well? #COYS http://t.co/tT2FV3lwbQ
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

MrKenniSenior: #askBoris If he wants a game of Subbuteo with
me and John Barnes.
about 1 hour ago

MunadiahAftab: #AskBoris Bus drivers aren't compassionate to

293

HenryConen95

1

0

377

U16's forgetting thier oyster. Dont they owe us a duty of care if
we need to get home safely.

294

benkind

1

0

377

about 1 hour ago

295

dr_bieber_69

1

0

369

engineering_uk: #askBoris who is your barber?

296

IzzyGamer

1

0

364

297

CouldntGiveA

1

0

364

NickyW084: @MayorofLondon I've got a question Boris!! Will you
Marry Me??? #AskBoris

298

Eric__Antunes

1

0

363

about 1 hour ago

299

Cde_Huruva

1

0

363

300

DJMaskedMenace

1

0

359

johnfaye: RT @TJStamp: #askboris when is the real work going
to begin on making all cycle routes through the city safer and
not just the CS2?

301

edhardy95
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0

358

302

CountStGermain
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354

303

M_Russell21
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0

354

304

Jonesovic

2

0

352

305

_Mertzz

1

0

349

306

MoHumb

1

0

347

CouldntGiveA: RT @HenryGeeBooks: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
Why is the government ignoring scientific advice that fx of
badger culling are negligible?

307

Amy_Waterss

1

0

345

about 1 hour ago

308

Complain_London

1

0

341

309

TheGamingForces

1

0

339

TwoWheelsGoodUK: RT @TJStamp: #askboris when is the real
work going to begin on making all cycle routes through the city
safer and not just the CS2?
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ConorJenner
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sickeningjar
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0
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DeezySuave

1

0
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chelseacluttonx
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0
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PMihos

1

0
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auraagallardo

1

0
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callumharvey92

1

0
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ANIMUSUncle_Sue
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0
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LouisShankar

2

0
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319

UnionJcat_x

1

0
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VickyLovelll

1

0
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GravesTD

1

0

324
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H_orrorSymphony

3

0
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Oli_Adams

1

0
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Bsaholland

2

0
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325

TheKoolKurd

1

0
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ItsSaam

2

0

318

327

AFCWNico

2

0

316

328

JohnsonMFC

2

0

316

329

CakeFilling

1

0

315

330

Amber_Moscaroli

1

0

314

331

CC_0307

4

0

313

332

luke_heighton

1

0

313

333

JamesKemsley

1

0

313

334

YorkshireStar

1

0

312

335

crawfoc99

1

0

311

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

BestLondonWalks: How many mistresses do you have?!
@MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

ellsdyer: When are you on the #lastleg #askBoris
@MayorofLondon
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

EganQ643: #askBoris wanna smoke some meth?
about 1 hour ago

MunadiahAftab: #AskBoris Why do U16's have to pay tube fair?
And why is there no child fare if you forget your oyster?
about 1 hour ago

Gareth_Petrucci: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new
fresh socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 1 hour ago

Gareth_Petrucci: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 1 hour ago

jimbobthomas: RT @HenryGeeBooks: #AskBoris
@MayorofLondon Why is the government ignoring scientific
advice that fx of badger culling are negligible?
about 1 hour ago

MunadiahAftab: #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

JITCartney: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks we
are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket parks
by 2015
about 1 hour ago

graciemai_grace: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks
for taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 1 hour ago

TickyW: #askBoris Who's afraid of Virgina Woolf?
about 1 hour ago

P2theA2theU2L: #AskBoris what do you sing in the shower is it
Metallica? Please say Metallica, in fact Cradle of Filth would make
me chuckle too.....
about 1 hour ago

MunadiahAftab: RT @ironjunkie_92: #AskBoris if you want more
people to use public transport why have you raised the prices?
Used to be 40p for bus now £2.…
about 1 hour ago

MunadiahAftab: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
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crawfoc99
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cryzmakepeace
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JoeTRogan
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Gareth_Petrucci
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nathan_Gilmore1
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nik_dendera
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Chris_M_Green
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Faaandaaangoooo
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fayeekirkwood
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Friburg4000
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richielovall
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Philtherine
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WildFoxTweets
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entershakira321
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NessElver
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JamesNHulme
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Bauer7052
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JackDanielSmith

1
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355

ethan_murphy01
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0
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356

GIJoe__

1

0

282

357

paulbergamini

1

0

282

mat_butterfield: RT @Neilthody: #askboris any news on when
we might expect to see air conditioning across the underground
network. Limited to the new trains…

358

jamesccook

1

0

281

about 1 hour ago

359

matt_arnott

1

0

281

360

papalurchdxb

1

0

280

motleydontshit: RT @BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest
animal you think you could catch, if it was fired at you out of a
cannon? #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
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scottyknightafc

1

0
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362

cpfcmarcus

2

0

276

363

darrenkeeney

1

0

274

364

oliviyup

1

0

273

tombienation: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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CorrBryony

2

0

272

about 1 hour ago

366

TheUnknownBaker

3

0

272

367

stan_king

1

0

271

BlessedWithPace: What's the biggest animal you think you could
catch, if it was fired at you out of a cannon? #AskBoris
@MayorofLondon
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SargetheMedic

1

0

269

369

Matt_Pugh

1

0
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370

Jack_Hollocks

1

0

267

371

kaarenMor

1

0

267

372

BigbigGull

1

0

266

373

ferguspickles

1

0

266

rowancostello: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a
Turk, but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it.
And you know where. This isn'…

374

CiaranOS_

1

0

265

about 1 hour ago

375

BecaZHarris

1

0

265

376

shobhi_c

3

0

264

InterQuestSimon: RT @MarDixon: *waits for Funny Twitter to
explode* MT @MayorofLondon I'm here &ready for your
questions pls send in using #AskBoris http://…

377

kirbstain

1

0

264

Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 1 hour ago

OJSheridan: RT @Spoonatron: #askBoris Have you ever, ever felt
like this? When strange things happen, are you going round the
twist?
about 1 hour ago

Scara_scott: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

kingof__fools: Why did you have sex with that woman in a broom
cupboard #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

Azzur95COYB: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon You're a fat horrible
poncy cunt with the charisma of a wooden spoon and only
prepubescent wankers find you funny:D
about 1 hour ago

JoeHeadland95: #AskBoris How did you manage to become a
credible politician despite the fact you are a buffoon?
about 1 hour ago

n_chubz_95: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn afternoon
i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to world cup
#askboris @NessElver
about 1 hour ago

conord182: #AskBoris WOULD U LIEK A SAUSAGE
about 1 hour ago

Faaandaaangoooo: #AskBoris how many snickers bars can you
fit in your bumhole?
about 1 hour ago

theonionlives: RT @ChrisBTSP: #AskBoris > Want one?“@BTSP:
#GIVEAWAY Win your own personalised Twitter mug! Simply
retweet this & follow to enter! http://…
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

motleydontshit: #askBoris who does your hair???
@MayorofLondon
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

motleydontshit: RT @witchesvictim: #askBoris Can I have your
autograph? I am a fan of all your Frankenstein films.
about 1 hour ago

hoogie1: #AskBoris Have you seen my wife's growler? - No? Good. Its my wife. Not yours.
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

LindsayCroucher: Gutted I missed #askBoris
about 1 hour ago
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Dannie_Wright
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0
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MerelyImputed
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0
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wheredidmollygo
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0
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11emilyb
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HopsonMatt
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WhatsGuanine_
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384

aliwoodward
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0

259

385

LizzieP865

1

0

258

386

steserf

1

0

258

bectappin: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for your
questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM

387

nligasacchi

1

0

257

about 1 hour ago

388

JamesCowmeadow

1

0

256

robinchittock69: Should I cut the blue wire or the red?
#AskBoris

389

helenvecht

1

0

254

about 1 hour ago

390

MarcusBayona

1

0

253

PhilipIndigo: Ever fancied taking a baseball bat to a panda?
#AskBoris
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BobTP

1

0

252

about 1 hour ago

392

asankojoev

1

0

252

393

GilletteCondor

2

0

252

daniellearran: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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_jamiebr0wn

1

0
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395

LeeWood_14

1

0

251

396

louisacocky

1

0

250

about 1 hour ago

397

jessdwi

1

0

249

YouGotSlade: If you had to eat one of Tony Blair's vital organs
which one would you choose? #AskBoris @MayorofLondon

398

sbgoodguy

1

0

249

about 1 hour ago

399

MeganWelch95

1

0

249

400

rosieprocter_

1

0

248

FerrariBlonde21: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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SheBeAMistry
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0
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PeterRoffey

1

0
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403

aforbesyy

2

2

246

404

R3HUS

1

0
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jadams121

1

1

246

406

lukerswell

1

0

246

407

LadyEmmaWatson

1

0

245

408

daisy_ellisx

1

0

244

ThomasOShea1977: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please
PLEASE convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria
under any circumstances.

409

LukeGJ

1

0

244

about 1 hour ago

410

whitchy1212

1

0

244

PhilipIndigo: What biscuits does David Cameron dunk in his tea?
#AskBoris

411

BuddyLovesmith

1

0

243

about 1 hour ago

412

lukecalder123

1

0

242

YouGotSlade: rate me out of 10 on looks personalitty nd how
much of a frend i am #AskBoris @MayorofLondon

413

Callum_Li

1

0

242

about 1 hour ago

414

Aarron_NUFC

1

0

241

neil_pettifer: Do you like owls? #askBoris

415

alexhughes0

1

0

240

416

CherwellCulture

1

0

239

417

HammoTom

1

1

239

418

mat_would

2

0

238

KMacD1976: #askBoris How long does it take to mess your hair
up in the morning?

419

Hazelbrook8

1

0

238

about 1 hour ago

chisthought: #AskBoris is it true u and David Cameron sucked
cocks for cigarettes when u were at Eton
about 1 hour ago

InterQuestSimon: RT @witchesvictim: #askBoris Can I have your
autograph? I am a fan of all your Frankenstein films.
about 1 hour ago

Doobsrfc: @MayorofLondon did u ever get a jobby jabber or
nipple twister at school? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

moaningtwat: #AskBoris no questions from me. i just want you
to know you're a fucking legend! youtube.com/watch?
v=iWIUp1…

about 1 hour ago

DrinkTango: .@MayorofLondon Would you rather fight a horsesized duck or a hundred duck-sized horses? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

ANIMUSUncle_Sue: The #askboris trend on twitter right now is
producing top class comedy right now
about 1 hour ago

AAAdam8: RT @KMacD1976: #askBoris How long does it take to
mess your hair up in the morning?
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

hoogie1: #AskBoris - How shit is Arouna Kone ?
about 1 hour ago

420

Lou_Giff

2

0

238

SamLMcMillen: #askboris can he do anything about curbing
landlords enthusiasm to raise rents #gettingridiculous

421

FloatingHeadDr

1

0

237

about 1 hour ago

422

KateJonesKJ

1

0

237

buntysammy: #askboris can he do anything about curbing
landlords enthusiasm to raise rents #gettingridiculous

423

torytwit

1

0

234

about 1 hour ago

424

CaptainStroppy

1

0

233

MyWorldofPaper: RT @BiscuitAhoy: What is the name of the
actor who plays you? #askBoris

425

JoelClayt

1

0

230

about 1 hour ago

426

BaybeC

2

0

230

427

russell_lydia

1

0

229

muffman_murrin: RT @ChrisBTSP: #AskBoris > Want
one?“@BTSP: #GIVEAWAY Win your own personalised Twitter
mug! Simply retweet this & follow to enter! http://…

428

Charj_C

1

0

227

429

MrKibbyF

1

0

227

430

Kidd_Campbell

1

1

226

431

Dyfedamputees

1

0

226

432

vpantazis

1

0

226

433

RichardPolson

1

0

224

Alisiaj3bC: #AskBoris cutt.us/aWeF I said "no" to medications,
but they merely would not hear. Just about all I would like is
really a

434

AnassWhammer

1

0

224

about 1 hour ago

435

londonminicabs1

1

2

224

altydrycleaners: Who cleans your suits? We've got a 2 for £20
deal. Drop in. It's about eighteen hours by bicycle. #AskBoris

436

Raising_Rock

1

0

223

about 1 hour ago

437

CEREALKLR

1

0

222

438

bertieivoryp

1

0

222

YouGotSlade: If your girlfriend and your mum swapped bodies
and you had to fuck one to swap them back, which one would
you fuck? @MayorofLondon #AskBoris

439

Spoonatron

2

1

222

440

markamies

2

0

222

441

beardbeard10

1

0

220
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Craigooooo
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0
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AileenMcghee
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0
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444

Scarecrow1719

1

0

218

445

abbieeljaysmale

1

1

218

446

lydiarrrrrrr

1

0

218

bri_aslett: RT @ChrisBTSP: #AskBoris > Want one?“@BTSP:
#GIVEAWAY Win your own personalised Twitter mug! Simply
retweet this & follow to enter! http://…

447

51_pct

1

0

217

about 1 hour ago

448

kenmevans

1

0

217

ericashinn00: #askboris do you think you'll ever get your arse
tatooed with roses like Cheryl Cole?

449

FloptaJoe

1

0

216

about 1 hour ago

450

ScotHawtin

1

0

216

ClayConstance: #AskBoris When will we get proper cycle lanes
which are safe?

451

TickyW

1

0

216

about 1 hour ago

452

laufah

4

0

216

453

StewartsSatire

1

0

216

YouGotSlade: alright mate just gotta ask after a night out on the
#lash do you prefer a big mac meal or a mcnugget meal
#AskBoris @MayorofLondon

454

ameliamoss97

1

0

215

455

Tengushee

1

0

215

456

fffoals

1

0

215

457

Amyjayneee

1

0

212

DaveCamm: Why did you have to knob Samantha? It's ruined
our sex life. I have to do it now with a mop on my head!
#AskBoris @Boris-Johnson

458

Rob__Rob__

1

0

211

about 1 hour ago

459

Andy23johnson

1

0

211

CherwellCulture: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley

460

JakeThomson11

1

0

211

about 1 hour ago

461

Sticklefoot

1

0

209

462

NedleyJames

2

0

208

BudSta89: RT @just_kie: If a badger abseiled through your
bedroom window wearing a "Bring back Ken" t shirt. What
would you do? #AskBoris

about 1 hour ago

MyWorldofPaper: RT @commander_cool_: #askboris how do you
get your hair like that? it looks so lucious
about 1 hour ago

PhilipIndigo: Ever had a duvet day with Paul Simon whilst
listening to Bridge Over Troubled Water? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

lukerswell: #AskBoris How many swags does one possess?
about 1 hour ago

coffers74: #AskBoris will there ever be a boy born who will swim
faster than a shark ?
about 1 hour ago

laufah: #AskBoris When are you gonna come pick up your bike?!
My hallway is cramped! I'm sick of it.
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

cpfcmarcus: #ASKBORIS Do all you posh pricks play "spunky
biscuit"? I heard you keep losing on purpose #spunkguzzler
about 1 hour ago
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NedleyJames
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Ms_EmilyJustice
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0
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470

blessbury

1

0

204

ChrisBTSP: #AskBoris > Want one?“@BTSP: #GIVEAWAY Win
your own personalised Twitter mug! Simply retweet this & follow
to enter! http://t.co/jvubyS6SNn”

471

Juliakitchen04

1

0

200

about 1 hour ago

472

Spatch44

1

0
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dismalplaces: #AskBoris How's Darius Guppy doing these days?

473

cerys_emma

1

0

199

474

RevGunkig

1

0

199

stuffingballs: the #askboris trend makes me cry "why do all the
new buses smell of socks?" boris xxx
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n_chubz_95

1

0

198

about 1 hour ago

476

lizzydowling1

1

1
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MVMNTuk: @CaraHayHN I hope you've seen #AskBoris already

477

oharding23

1

0

197

478

_loobyloo

1

0
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GilletteCondor: Is it true that Ken Livingstone's Auntie was made
of stikkle bricks? #askBoris
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Blacklist_Drums
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197

about 1 hour ago

480

oliver_lewis1

1

0
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lillatimer: #AskBoris why he is such a bellend ?
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PamCrossland
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Daithi_Eochaidh
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0
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493

etailsport

2
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184

Fluffysocks1993: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

494

samdevlin
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about 1 hour ago

495

Adam_Riley97
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azzapitty: #AskBoris DnB or house?

496

Ed_BigMac

1

0

182

497

serenadn

1

0

182

lizzie_kate: @MayorofLondon why do you hate me and not
answer my questions? #askboris

498

bailystevens

1

0

181

about 1 hour ago

499

evilstrike100

1

0

180

500

jamesallanbruce

2

0

180

ItsOllieLast: @MayorofLondon do you have the power to
#BanOneDirectionFansFromTwitter - it'd be greatly appreciated.
#AskBoris
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sirtopnotch2013

2

1

179

502

rgaretho

2

0

178

503

leo_phillips

5

0

178

about 1 hour ago

PummeloPeel: #askBoris "Why was it so hard to outsmart a
moose?"
about 1 hour ago

J_jager11: @MayorofLondon will you do a back flip with me and
@kevinbacon ? #askboris
about 1 hour ago

alicaurusrex: RT @BiscuitAhoy: What is the name of the actor
who plays you? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

DickieAllan: RT @MayorofLondon: Just a reminder that I'll be
starting #AskBoris in just over 30 minutes, please send in your
questions using #AskBoris &…
about 1 hour ago

PummeloPeel: #askBoris "Was Natasha as good in bed as she
looked to be?"
about 1 hour ago

PhilipIndigo: Ever put your jacket and trousers on back-to-front
and walked backwards? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

eyespyhifi: Would you ever consider using English as your first
language? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

AlEleanor: #AskBoris wtf even is this trend
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

Dr_Domino: RT @BiscuitAhoy: What is the name of the actor who
plays you? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

Callum_Boswell: RT @PhilipIndigo: Ever had a cheeky bite of an
After Eight at 7.55pm? #AskBoris
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about 1 hour ago
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ericashinn00: #askboris when will it end!
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PhilipIndigo: Ever had a cheeky bite of an After Eight at
7.55pm? #AskBoris
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about 1 hour ago
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Spoonatron: #askBoris Why'd it have to be Rolf?
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cpfcmarcus: RT @ITK_AGENT_VIGO: .@MayorofLondon HAHAHAH
SPUNK HEAD CUNT #ASKBORIS
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about 1 hour ago
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Willpettitt
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crawfoc99: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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thefenjamin
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about 1 hour ago

533

Mica_D

1

0
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534

coleyisalegend

3

0

159

alsdouble: #askBoris If you ever get the chance to host #HIGNFY
would you care to ASSASSINATE Hislop and Merton for me? Ta,
ever so.
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davidhoch96
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Aley_Benno
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GeodesicDragon

1

0

155

544

alexg05

1

0

155

545

NateDawgSWA

1

0

154

about 1 hour ago

cavistio: Can I have your hairstyle? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

Specklechan: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks
we are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket
parks by 2015

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

GilletteCondor: If you use tins of Fray Bentos lying flat as a
gauge how tall is Angela Rippon? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

Chris_M_Green: RT @BiscuitAhoy: What is the name of the actor
who plays you? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

AnassWhammer: RT @Rovers1D: Which Soccer team to you
support? #askboris
about 1 hour ago

meggy_j: #AskBoris how big is your nob?
about 1 hour ago

harkable: #askBoris Can you prove to us you know what a
hashtag is?
about 1 hour ago

AlgieHendo: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

about 1 hour ago

Dendobella: RT @Bauer7052: So during the #AskBoris session
by @MayorofLondon he failed to answer the question on the
badger cull yet answered every oth…
about 1 hour ago

ethan_murphy01: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

Ben_Offiler: Seeing #AskBoris trending makes me wonder what
the good people at @EverydaySexism would ask him. For some
reason tho, I doubt he'd answer...
about 1 hour ago

Spoonatron: #askBoris Have you ever, ever felt like this? When
strange things happen, are you going round the twist?
about 1 hour ago

PatpattyHayes: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn
afternoon i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to
world cup #askboris @NessElver

about 1 hour ago
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569

katienycg

1

0
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H_orrorSymphony: RT @witchesvictim: #askBoris Can I have
your autograph? I am a fan of all your Frankenstein films.
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thomthumb84
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0
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about 1 hour ago
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stuffingballs

1

0
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Azzur95COYB

1
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KPNUTS12: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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SamuelPorts
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TransmitHim
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HausOfFox
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0
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0
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MelanyGuarniz3

1

0
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Smithy96MOFO

1

0
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CameronThomson7

1

0

136

587

StofEast

1

0
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laufah: #AskBoris Is that real suede? Comb it.
about 1 hour ago

H_orrorSymphony: Lol! "@witchesvictim: #askBoris Can I have
your autograph? I am a fan of all your Frankenstein films."
about 1 hour ago

H_orrorSymphony: @witchesvictim #askBoris I think you were
really cool as Bela Lugosi's sidekick... @dvdinfatuation
about 1 hour ago

DJLazarus: RT @BiscuitAhoy: What is the name of the actor who
plays you? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

ziallcups: #AskBoris why are u such a funny guy boris
about 1 hour ago

juliavermont: #AskBoris do you think @eddieizzard would be a
good successor to your position?
about 1 hour ago

charliehughes97: Just seen that #askBoris was trending, hoping
it would be Mehew, but it's Boris Johnson :-(
about 1 hour ago

laufah: #AskBoris What are your intentions with my daughter?
about 1 hour ago

PhilipIndigo: Is it true you won a tin of soup in The Bullingdon
Club raffle? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

just_kie: Are you prepared for the dolphin apocalypse? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

GIJoe__: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

BiscuitAhoy: What's the longest you've ever sat for? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

micktbarnard: RT @F_McCullough: @MayorofLondon #askboris
what was the secret of operation chiselled whippet?
about 1 hour ago

JipJipperson: #askBoris can you hook me up with a BMX?
about 1 hour ago

boringdaddio: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a
Turk, but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it.
And you know where. This isn'…
about 1 hour ago

sickeningjar: Are you Chris Morris' greatest work yet? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

PhilipIndigo: Have you seen my golf ball? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

LivvieBurton: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever
caused you embarrassment?
about 1 hour ago

BradShay1996: @MayorofLondon #askboris is class, love it
whenever it on my feed! #BorisForPM
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dancatt25
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AFCcookie: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
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about 1 hour ago
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ColinOehring
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Joedavieslike
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0
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SeanPaulV

1

0
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about 1 hour ago

witchesvictim: #askBoris Can I have your autograph? I am a fan
of all your Frankenstein films.
about 1 hour ago

Hazelbrook8: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 1 hour ago

Raising_Rock: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 1 hour ago

Juliakitchen04: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 1 hour ago

Lou_Giff: ill admit, i have a bit of a soft spot for @MayorofLondon
, espesh after looking through the #AskBoris tweets- comes out
with some corkers
about 1 hour ago

BiscuitAhoy: What is the name of the actor who plays you?
#askBoris
about 1 hour ago

laufah: #AskBoris If you could have any London borough
swallowed up by a giant sinkhole, which one would it be and
why?
about 1 hour ago

MardenStew: If I have two beans, and then I add two more
beans. What does that make? #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

grahaminman: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 1 hour ago

Aug 29, 2013 at 1:00pm UTC
Chels_twinning: #askBoris can you twerk?? hehe is this for
real?!?!
about 1 hour ago

haysey84: RT @just_kie: If a badger abseiled through your
bedroom window wearing a "Bring back Ken" t shirt. What
would you do? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

DeeganCraig: “@BecaZHarris: have you seen whats trending
#askBoris
about 1 hour ago

Katie_Arabella: #askBoris how do you get your hair to sit like
that??
about 1 hour ago

ANIMUSUncle_Sue: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

HannahsLaw: @MayorofLondon - Who do you trust to cut your
hair?? & What 'hair products' do use (if any?)... ;D #askboris
about 1 hour ago

TransmitHim: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

Rovers1D: Which Soccer team to you support? #askboris
about 1 hour ago
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Josephsavage91

1
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671

RichardDBeale
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0
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672

Comrade58

1

0
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just_kie: If a badger abseiled through your bedroom window
wearing a "Bring back Ken" t shirt. What would you do?
#AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

luke_heighton: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a
Turk, but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it.
And you know where. This isn'…
about 1 hour ago

BudSta89: Do you like being a spider? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

wearmyfashion: RT @SalesGossip: Where's your favourite place
to shop? ;) #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

carabump: @MayorofLondon this is my puppy called Boris - he's
got floppy hair too ;)! #AskBoris http://t.co/ATLemaSu1R
about 1 hour ago

MarkPutley: What's your favourite Bond film and why? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

knittingsquids: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are
on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 1 hour ago

GeorgeHDavies: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@Josephsavage91 Well done England & Alastair Cook @warne888 get that England shirt on...
about 1 hour ago

Amy_Waterss: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

raredisease001: #AskBoris invading Syria will only go pear
shaped this is how WW1 started exactly the same parallels
about 1 hour ago

StuartALowe: #askBoris Make sure we keep our big fat greedy
noses out of Syria.
about 1 hour ago

chessboxer35: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
about 1 hour ago

MumsinScrubs: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 1 hour ago

AAAdam8: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris you probably have got
this tweet alot but how is your hair so shiny?
about 1 hour ago

SalesGossip: Where's your favourite place to shop? ;) #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

BrianB222: @MayorofLondon why are you so awesome
#AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

BecaZHarris: have you seen whats trending #askBoris
about 1 hour ago

RSPBLondon: RT @birdwebb: @MayorofLondon #askboris
.@RSPBLondon Will you know anything about bio-threats to
London's trees then?
about 1 hour ago

RSPBLondon: RT @birdwebb: @MayorofLondon #askboris
.@rspblondon It seems you overlooked our question. What are
you doing to safeguard London's trees fr…
about 1 hour ago

nataliayusupova: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
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teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
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FantasyWriter91
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EmzieeLouuBoo: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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ajtownhill

1

0

99

677

AFCcookie

1

0
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richielovall: RT @MayorofLondon: we will have 40 per cent of it
done by next year! being extended now to hammnersmith and
city and district #askboris @N…
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JackPeters_
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about 1 hour ago
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ComedyWoOl

1
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VinceRingrose: #AskBoris your my hero, fancy like going for a
beer sometime? @MayorofLondon
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alexander_lean: #AskBoris is all your success down to your hair,
Like your dad said?
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CountStGermain: How well do you know Martin Amis? #askboris
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MadmanSalvo
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BrianB222: RT @vanbadham: #askboris How can one trust you
on consultative govt if you won't even acknowledge a lady's
proposal? #borisbrides http://t.…
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steveh1981
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714

anderson_ollie

1

0
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about 1 hour ago

about 1 hour ago

richielovall: RT @Neilthody: #askboris any news on when we
might expect to see air conditioning across the underground
network. Limited to the new trains…
about 1 hour ago

ClaireLAmias: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

about 1 hour ago

stefan655: RT @Deano_Devine: @MayorofLondon Who would
you rather shag... @hollywills or @Fearnecotton #askboris
about 1 hour ago

ser_burrowes: RT @MayorofLondon: Just a reminder that I'll be
starting #AskBoris in just over 30 minutes, please send in your
questions using #AskBoris &…
about 1 hour ago

davis92jonny: I'm thinking of hiring a clown for my next
birthday party. Up for it, Boris? #AskBoris
about 1 hour ago

martynkdude: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 1 hour ago

Sarah_racewear: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

Scarecrow1719: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

tonybasnett: #askBoris Hi Boris! Where did you buy your hair
from?
about 2 hours ago

OJW_UK: RT @MayorofLondon: see catullus..he had the same
prob #askboris ...@uvibesohard
about 2 hours ago

MabzyH: Can you twerk? O_o #askBoris
about 2 hours ago

tadhgkc: @MayorofLondon I'm flying to London for a weekend
break in the morning. What should I do that's fun?! #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

neilhanman: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
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fayeekirkwood: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
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Its_Llama_Time: #AskBoris if you could chose anyone to be the
next prime minister who would it be
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emilypringlee: #askboris will you marry me?
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Comrade58: #AskBoris.Boris de Pfeffel Johnson? Really? Lmao!
http://t.co/1JmJTLYKek
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maxxeymillian
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haysey84
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NedleyJames: Quick request for those doing #askboris Lets *try*
and keep it to something we can hold him to. Thats the
difference between the point & PR.
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alex3107_
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convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

BeanBakedean420: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris what do you
think of #Regulation of #cannabis ,do you know how many
people you would help #FutureLeaders listenup
about 2 hours ago

LWarrenWest: Just read all of the #AskBoris. I'm pretty much
deputy mayor of London now...
about 2 hours ago

fayeekirkwood: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

Deano_Devine: @MayorofLondon Who would you rather shag...
@hollywills or @Fearnecotton #askboris
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

NicolaaWatson: RT @lee_ridley: #askboris @mayoroflondon You
haven't fallen over in a while, can you fall over again soon? It's
mega LOLs
about 2 hours ago

LongOddsNews: #AskBoris Going to a fancy dress party, would
your ideal costume be the Miley Cyrus twerking bikini, or your
posh-scarecrow outfit as usual?
about 2 hours ago

liamgawley: @MayorofLondon what's your "perfect Sunday"
#askboris
about 2 hours ago

RhunWilliams3: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

KayAlMeshari: RT @DaisyfDunn: @MayorofLondon why not
extend Oyster system to #surreyhills? cf @StandpointMag
bit.ly/15zTaVe #askboris. From Daisy…
about 2 hours ago

loolagogo: Are ur nipples as large as I imagine them to be? Big
pink fellas? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

fifibones: What will you do about deaths in police custody,
unaffordable housing, the vandalism of mosques and
institutional racism in media #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

4birdsaboating: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris if you were to join
these henley girls on an 8 month row across the pacific, what
favourite tune would you bring?
about 2 hours ago

crazy_mofosNill: RT @BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 2 hours ago

DrPepperPatient: Is Mr Bean actually your dad? #AskBoris
@MayorofLondon

about 2 hours ago
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HammoTom: #AskBoris Do you use Pantene Pro V to give your
hair such strength and shine or is that grease from your bicycle
helmet?
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emmajwk: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
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paulhigh13
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DrPepperPatient: Now I know my ABC's, next time please join in
with me? #AskBoris
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thenameisValeen
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Carole29: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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StacyJane83: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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796

hiscockhurts

1
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Tedaniels94: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
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about 2 hours ago

798

NinjaLemur26

1

0
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JakeThomson11: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any

BDesmaricaux: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

JoshWhittingham: " #AskBoris Do you use Pantene Pro V to give
your hair such strength and shine or is that grease from your
bicycle helmet?" @MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

annishaaaa: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

19drew_morgan72: #AskBoris how has your mum not came
forward yet and told us that she was raped by Jimmy Savile in
1963 #secretlovechild
about 2 hours ago

JoshWhittingham: RT @HammoTom: #AskBoris Do you use
Pantene Pro V to give your hair such strength and shine or is
that grease from your bicycle helmet?
about 2 hours ago

r__stoker: “@MayorofLondon: #AskBoris @F_McCullough
spaghetti, meatballs and late night cheese from the
fridge!”....Ahhh boris..The man is a genius..!!
about 2 hours ago

AaronShrimpton: #AskBoris Is it true your the epitome of all
things deluded in this Pop-Political universe... your about as
relevant as basil brush.
about 2 hours ago

fffoals: RT @joshweller: #AskBoris It's like 10,000 spoons when
all you need is a knife. Isn't it ironic, don't you think?
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

_LiamField: @MayorofLondon #askboris can you follow me back
please? Cause you're spiffingly cool
about 2 hours ago

Just_a_fangirl_: is boris johnson rlly doing an #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

ChDogTraining: Boris' favourite film..."@MayorofLondon: i think
tropic thunder has edged dodgeball" #askboris
about 2 hours ago

Yau_n_me: Why won't you return my texts #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

circumstances.
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leo_phillips: @MayorofLondon Boris, on really cold days do you
ever sneak up behind Londoners and flick their ears really hard?
#AskBoris
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s7ampy
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about 2 hours ago

janetvaneeden: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

about 2 hours ago

MoHumb: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a Turk,
but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it. And
you know where. This isn'…
about 2 hours ago

ker_tacconi: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a
Turk, but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it.
And you know where. This isn'…
about 2 hours ago

PamCrossland: RT @Iankershaw: .@MayorofLondon are you really
'a nasty piece of work'? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

SamClarke01: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

Daithi_Eochaidh: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

BaybeC: Fancy a bike ride? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

KyHersey: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

swearin_erin: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

JoshMitchell21: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

lizzydowling1: #AskBoris. Why is it wrong to challenge your
brother in a leadership contest but ok to...repeatedly...cheat on
your wife? #toryfamilyvalues
about 2 hours ago

callumthrippon: You alright lad?xx #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

auraagallardo: #AskBoris HAHAHHAA @borisis24
about 2 hours ago

_tompayne_: Instead of fluffing about with dozens of
unsegregated CSH routes why not deliver one of high standard
to show LDNs what we need? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

jp716: You've followed me for a while now @MayorOfLondon, do
you enjoy my tweets? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

_LewisMann: @MayorofLondon Follow back please! #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

NikolaCasule: RT @MayorofLondon: see catullus..he had the
same prob #askboris ...@uvibesohard
about 2 hours ago

JamesNHulme: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a
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Turk, but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it.
And you know where. This isn'…
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oliverstuenkel: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for your
questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
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DommieWobble: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

849

RhunWilliams3

1

0

35

about 2 hours ago

850

GeorgePTweets

3

0

33

teenyoda: #askboris @MayorofLondon who's better and croquet:
you, Eric Pickles or George Osbourne?

851

martynkdude

1

0

33

about 2 hours ago

852

MarkFricker

1

0

33

853

JonathanKeQuan

1

0

33

shobhi_c: RT @ironjunkie_92: #AskBoris if you want more people
to use public transport why have you raised the prices? Used to
be 40p for bus now £2.…

854

wearmyfashion

1

0

32

855

daniellearran

1

0

32

856

tomjfleet

1

0

32

857

joolsm

1

0

31

nik_dendera: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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huxtedm

1

0

31

about 2 hours ago

859

minishelle

1

0

31

860

edbev5

1

0

30

gemsinbangor: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.

861

McBainEmma
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0
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862

ljhearson
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0
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Specklechan
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lizziestep
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MrKenniSenior
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0

26
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knowlesy44
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0

26
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LaineyDavies

1

0

25
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chisthought

1

0

25
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jastafarii

1
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25

873

Stu_Green7

1

0
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874

JamesRickwood

1

0

25
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AzharAbdulRahim

1

0
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StuartALowe

1

0

24
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_mattysingleton

1

0

24

878

TheUncannyZac

1

0

23

879

nahkliahus

1

0

23

880

tugwilsonrn

1

0

22

881

Fluffysocks1993

1

0

22

WillisPropPro: RT @MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects come
good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris @LukeN…

882

stu_fizzle

1

0

22

about 2 hours ago

883

StaceyChaney90

1

0

22

about 2 hours ago

The_Hyland: #AskBoris Would an intervention in Syria be the
right thing to do?
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

sophiespeggle: RT @MayorofLondon: see catullus..he had the
same prob #askboris ...@uvibesohard
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

Ste6106: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

darrenkeeney: RT @StewBEAST1: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
Have YewTree been in contact yet?
about 2 hours ago

RossBaldwin5: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

MamphSherlocked: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please
PLEASE convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria
under any circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

Enigmatic12013: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances. • agreed
about 2 hours ago

Mica_D: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE convince
all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

shobhi_c: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks we
are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket parks
by 2015
about 2 hours ago

AGlesca: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE convince
all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago
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StaceyChaney90
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0

22

884

sjmccormack

1

0

21

885

KyHersey

1

0

20

886

reeceydevaney

1

0

20

MsTick68: RT @Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a Turk,
but seriously, try eating a kebab now & then to prove it. And
you know where. This isn'…

887

AlgieHendo

1

0

19

about 2 hours ago

888

maestroleeuk

1

0

19

The_Hyland: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever
caused you embarrassment?

889

bri_aslett

1

0

19

about 2 hours ago

890

Paulaharris1

1

0

18

891

KPNUTS12

1

0

18

KatieHorne: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
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rydal11
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0
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ker_tacconi
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0

16

894

wrighty_84

1

0

16
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WingCommander2

1

0
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896

BrianB222
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0
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OOOareya

1

0
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snevetsnitram
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0

15
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DamDarnBrook

1

0

15
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raredisease001

1

0

15

901

Scara_scott

1

0
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1

0
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903

zackariakarhani

1

0

14

904

GamalielRatsey

1

0

13

905

_BethHancock_

1

0

13

906

amazd_at_it_all

1

0

13

907

Cheese9000

2

1

12

908

Fredinh97

1

0

12

909

disdee

1

0

12

910

moaningtwat

1

0

11

911

alismith1995

1

0

10

912

robinchittock69

2

0

10

913

Carol_wkjm

1

0

10

914

JITCartney

1

0

10

915

2wheelzg00d

1

0

9

916

MarkPutley

1

0

9

917

owenramshay2

1

0

8

918

cowboybert

1

0

8

919

Dendobella

1

0

8

920

GrahamCauley

1

0

7

921

bootsisalive

1

0

7

922

mrpotholeuk

1

0

6

923

SymondsCallum

1

0

6

924

DickieAllan

1

0

6

925

neil_pettifer

1

0

5

_tompayne_: YES!!! RT: @christabelaroo #askboris You could
instantly save lives by banning HGV's 7am - 7pm in Central
London. Worth a shot?
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

FLASC_: It's #askboris time, I'm laughing my head off!
about 2 hours ago

krispytaco: #AskBoris What is life in 140 characters?
about 2 hours ago

Mangal2: #AskBoris Bro, you claim to be a Turk, but seriously,
try eating a kebab now & then to prove it. And you know where.
This isn't a question.
about 2 hours ago

shobhi_c: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91
Well done England & Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that
England shirt on...
about 2 hours ago

Paulaharris1: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

EmilyNonoo: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

alexx_smirnov: RT @amymayweir: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
How do you get your hair so soft and shiny?
about 2 hours ago

Football4you1: How far will Tottenham go this season #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

RoanEdelman: RT @FergusCowper17: why are you so fit?
#AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

thestewradio: RT @JonathanKeQuan #AskBoris would you rather
'get up' like James Brown, or 'get down' like Kool and the Gang?
about 2 hours ago

_tompayne_: RT @bitoclass: #askboris @MayorofLondon Why are
you wasting time answering questions about films and sport
instead of using the time on Qs …
about 2 hours ago

Enigmatic12013: RT @RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE
convince all your powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any
circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

reeceydevaney: Why are you such a legend??#AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

RichardEGrant: #AskBoris Please PLEASE convince all your
powerful friends NOT to invade Syria under any circumstances.
about 2 hours ago

Vitamin_T93: @MayorofLondon would you like to come round for
a cuppa, hobnob and a spot of wiffwaff? #askboris
about 2 hours ago
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NAS_Anna_
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MrDVine
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0
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YerAWizardChris
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TomLav
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0
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rory0496
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0
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950

Coxlin
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Football4you1
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0
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MyChemicAli
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953

philverney
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0
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954

Samszc

2

0

2

955

SheWore

1

3

1

956

joshualane92

1

0

1

957

jokerjonny

1

0

1

TomoBrannan: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are
on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…
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jo82
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0

1

about 2 hours ago

959

DanielGosbee
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0

1

960

alangolds

1

0

1

961

BradKirsopp

1

0

1

962

seerat_singh

1

0

1

963

karlallenmclean

1

1

1

964

IeKaVa

1

0

1

965

conZ_is_awesome

1

0

1

966

rosscollins90

1

0

1

967

PfcTommi

1

0

1

minishelle: RT @MayorofLondon: i want oyster everywhere but
new tech means we can move straight to bank cards #askboris
@DaisyfDunn @StandpointMag @JA…
about 2 hours ago

PfcTommi: @MayorofLondon Bit late, but which hair care
products do you use? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

disdee: Why is it soo difficult to access child mental health
services? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

themarcushinton: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn
afternoon i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to
world cup #askboris @NessElver
about 2 hours ago

FameWasp: RT @karlallenmclean: @MayorofLondon Do you
prefer a greasy kebab or a finger lickin' good KFC? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

karlallenmclean: @MayorofLondon Do you prefer a greasy kebab
or a finger lickin' good KFC? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

leo_phillips: RT @sophierosemarie: Would you rather have an ant
head/human boday or human head/ant body? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

IzzyGamer: #AskBoris #borisforprimeminister
about 2 hours ago

Lou_Giff: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

Cheese9000: #AskBoris Was Hitler vegetarian?
about 2 hours ago

stevenxgauci: #AskBoris marry me
about 2 hours ago

MrJohnMellis: #AskBoris Are you related to Honey Monster?
about 2 hours ago

Louis_Bumcaster: I always miss #AskBoris every bloody month
ughhhh
about 2 hours ago

Afc_fans: #AskBoris if Arsenal will spend any money
about 2 hours ago

beardbeard10: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn
afternoon i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to
world cup #askboris @NessElver
about 2 hours ago

leo_phillips: @MayorofLondon How long did it take you to learn
to twerk like that? #askBoris
about 2 hours ago

leo_phillips: @MayorofLondon What's the longest word you've
ever got watching Countdown? #askBoris
about 2 hours ago

Kemlyn_IT: One wonders if trollable is actually a word. Boris
Johnson is making himself trollable by using #AskBoris
@MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

StyleDivision: Will there ever be a boy born who can swim faster
than a shark? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

feedeeping: #AskBoris Tweets ♥ feedeep.com/?f=%23AskBoris
♥ Search live results for #AskBoris on feedeep.com
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parkon7726
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DanBrownPT
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0
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984

CharterJam
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0

1

985

gracearthurr

1

0

1

Group51UK: RT @briseglace: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Why is
the new cycle superhighway 5 repeating the same mistakes of
old superhighways? We need more…

986

TIB3105

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

987

easy_1999

1

0

1

Spatch44: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley

988

TimPHodges

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

989

Atikur_

1

0

1

thehungryowl: #AskBoris London 'too good' for massive statues
of Gumby on every corner is it? Elitist PIGS

990

NarryStyless

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

991

DavidgeC

1

0

1

xsamuelking: @MayorofLondon What was going through your
head when you were stuck on that zip wire? #AskBoris
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greengooner79
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0

1

about 2 hours ago
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her_welshness

1

0

1

994

antonydunn

1

0
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995

adinnieken

1

0

1

996

MathMorrison

1

0

1

997

OhdaHarrison

1

0

1

998

BeeHewtweet

1

0

1

rocket9ueen: RT @Gwynithb: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
disabled friend banned from London as travels in
wheelchair/adapted van fails criteria. Is this fai…

999

McLean86

1

1

1

about 2 hours ago

1000

Stoobie1964

1

0

1

charlotteMUCHH: #AskBoris always brightens my day

1001

fairbairn77

1

0

1

1002

_LewisMann

1

0

1

Kemlyn_IT: Think Boris Johnson is probably asking for twitter
abuse by using #AskBoris again.

1003

shelleykiff

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1004

Baynesi83

1

0

1

HotPhilp: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt

1005

JosephDexter94

1

1

1

about 2 hours ago

1006

GavinJuniper

1

0

1

jdtipple: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt

1007

DantheManBelfas

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1008

benstanton88

1

0

1

1009

robgoodlet

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

thehungryowl: #AskBoris Is it REALLY too much to ask that
every orphan in britain be given one hundred thousand pounds?
THEY HAVE NO PARENTS!
about 2 hours ago

SHSurveyCompany: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for
your questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
about 2 hours ago

ColinOehring: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

KEHoward_: #AskBoris How do you eat your Creme Egg?
about 2 hours ago

GiggityHD: I love you #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

leo_phillips: @MayorofLondon Which one of the Chuckle Brothers
was your favourite? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

HamzaGhumra18: Is it a beef ting doe? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

rosieprocter_: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

MiDgEtMaN_94: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

HotPhilp: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris Why
do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 2 hours ago
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zakgondal

1

0

1

1012

sarahdgill1

1

0

1

1013

vavavoooom14

1

0

1

JOE_GALLAGHER1: RT @Cheese9000: @MayorofLondon
#AskBoris How do you keep your hair so wonderful? What
shampoo etc?
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johnpilgrim
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0

1

about 2 hours ago

1015

_Jampot

1

0

1

evilstrike100: #AskBoris why was my train delayed yesterday?

1016

stoneynufc

1

0

1

1017

ElusiveTortoise

1

0

1

mrbrewin_: @MayorofLondon watch this and youll legalise
marijuana youtube.com/watch?v=oeC8y1… #AskBoris
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Ryan_Harper1

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1019

AdamFaiyaz

1

0

1

1020

JacobJwhite3

1

0

1

bronty66: "@MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for your
questions..." #AskBoris, THE best thing about Twitter.
http://t.co/VrNtkDQL57
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JasaronBajwa
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0
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Murnzie
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0

1

1034

Gents7

1

0

1

1035

CRGreenfield

1

0

1

1036

4birdsaboating

1

0

1

Hawking0: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn afternoon i
yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to world cup
#askboris @NessElver

1037

NuhaatAfrin

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1038

pawprintnicki

1

0

1

joshweller: #AskBoris Where have all the cowboys gone?

1039

mrvglnr

1

0

1

1040

RandomlyLondon

1

0

1

OfficialAAvery: Dear Followers, #AskBoris is trending. #AskBoris,
are you real and do you really have three nipples? #controversial

1041

Peter_Agnew
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0

1

about 2 hours ago

1042

liamgawley

1

0

1

1043

garfieldfowler
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1044

PrimeAlistair
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0

1

1045

ItsEllie123
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0
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jleahy14
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0
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lisa01403
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0
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Deano_Devine

1
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HLinehan7
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0
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1050

BeanBakedean420

1

0

1

1051

Josieposy85

1

0

1

1052

tadhgkc

1

0

1

McBainEmma: "@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley" This is why Boris
should be PM
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

RochellezDiery: #AskBoris dontchu wish yo gerlfrend waz a freek
liek mi?
about 2 hours ago

Haus_LewLew: #AskBoris @TiffanyLouisee_
about 2 hours ago

Amyylowe: RT @CoryAllen_: spit or swallow? #AskBoris
@MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

Cheese9000: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris How do you keep your
hair so wonderful? What shampoo etc?
about 2 hours ago

joshweller: #AskBoris It's like 10,000 spoons when all you need
is a knife. Isn't it ironic, don't you think?
about 2 hours ago

Amyylowe: RT @yas411min: Boris how do you get your hair so
shiny? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

Amyylowe: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever caused
you embarrassment?
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

NateDawgSWA: #AskBoris which animal was it that you killed
before placing it on top of your head? #roadkill
about 2 hours ago

Charlottehugh1: Will you give @fiftytwojobs a week's work for
Charity? #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

Hassan__Arif: how many times have you been asked to wiggle
your head? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

bchinnie: #AskBoris What's your opinion on
#BanOneDirectionFansFromTwitter
about 2 hours ago

DaydeDeSantos: #AskBoris Hey Boris, what do u think of my
waaf's table? U have good desaagn taste raat, so what do u
think of eagles in general?
about 2 hours ago
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1

0

1

1066

BG_Benjamin

1

0

1

1067

BeulahD

1

0

1

1068

JoshuaYarham

1

0

1

1069

craigwilliams_1

1

0

1

1070

tom_worden9

1

0

1

1071

daveasaurus_

1

0

1

1072

Alex1995Lfc

1

0

1

1073

HackneyOneTouch

1

0

1

1074

alexsimpson99

1

0

1

1075

robtheearl1813

1

0

1

1076

S_murph101

1

0

1

1077

pizzaisperfect

1

0

1

1078

CllrButt

1

2

1

1079

MisterRidley

1

0

1

1080

holliemanning93

1

0

1

1081

carabump

1

0

1

1082

faureleo

1

0

1

1083

givemethebieber

1

0

1

1084

LiamH1993

1

0

1

1085

daflew1s

1

0

1

1086

TopicalCblog

1

0

1

1087

piggy_pig007

1

0

1

1088

HannahsLaw

1

0

1

1089

BusyLizziex

1

0

1

1090

fawwaduddin

1

0

1

1091

DeeganCraig

1

0

1

1092

absolutkibria

1

0

1

1093

teddiestringer

1

0

1

1094

imogenrosamund

1

0

1

_loobyloo: RT @mzlondon: How do you reckon you'd fare against
Eddie Izzard if you stood against each other for Mayor?
@MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

Domshah_97: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

Andy_Bronson: @MayorofLondon what do you prefer - penis or
vagina? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

kellyjo0: boris johnson is doing an #askboris im laughing
about 2 hours ago

NikitaZol: RE the trending topics, i don't think we want to
#AskBoris - i think we want to #AskRolfHarris!
about 2 hours ago

BEX1504: @MayorofLondon I don't have an awesome question
just want to let you know I think you're a legend #askboris
about 2 hours ago

Jack_Hollocks: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

Ms_EmilyJustice: How long can your wig sit still for and is trained
to do anything else,like fetch or attack? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

PrettyBoySnowy: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

beno0306: RT @ITK_AGENT_VIGO: .@MayorofLondon HAHAHAH
SPUNK HEAD CUNT #ASKBORIS
about 2 hours ago

SamarIsntHere: #AskBoris vot is dis bullshit
about 2 hours ago

oddozz62: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Hey Boris, does the
carpet match the curtains?
about 2 hours ago

M_Goulding_R: @MayorofLondon Why are you the man i want to
grow up to be? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

LukeGJ: RT @aforbesyy: @MayorofLondon can you wish my
friend @franksy95 and supporter of you a happy birthday today
#AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

SamRelf97: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

jodderz93: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris Why
do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 2 hours ago

jodderz93: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

jkearns554: @MayorofLondon what drugs are you honestly on?
#askboris
about 2 hours ago

Ellie_Thames: RT @gemmajadeeee: #AskBoris my boyfriend
wouldn't let me name my cat after you, does this make you as
upset as me. @MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

NEXSTMUZIK: RT @EdDavie: Why has Lambeth lost more than
10% of its police officers (over 200) since you became
@MayorofLondon ? #askboris

about 2 hours ago

1095

alicekryan

1

0

1

1096

Midget_3111

1

0

1

1097

CharlieRiggall

1

0

1

1098

skirbi

1

0

1

1099

OllieThorpe97

1

0

1

1100

BlainePJones5

1

0

1

1101

lvh76

1

0

1

1102

96joshwilkinson

1

0

1

1103

BradShay1996

1

0

1

misscolleysays: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt

1104

ElllaRock

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1105

ladylibertina

1

0

1

1106

DobbysSock12

1

0

1

1107

ShepStreets

1

0

1

1108

JoeeMilli

1

0

1

1109

LukeNuke98

1

3

1

1110

SpeakinSoFreely

1

0

1

1111

keyzageeza

1

0

1

1112

paulthecab

1

0

1

1113

lcdisability

1

0

1

1114

samvjones

1

0

1

thenameisValeen: RT @MayorofLondon: london's olympic legacy
is the best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east
london ! #askboris @i_own_a_…

1115

Zeyad_Salih8

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1116

SaveOurScrubs

1

0

1

1117

JamieBaxter24

1

0

1

1118

scotty_hobson

1

0

1

1119

xsamuelking

1

0

1

1120

McMillanLizzie

1

0

1

1121

the_alexgeorge

1

1

1

Forestlands: RT @GBRVOICE: @MayorofLondon Reduce the
amount immigrants coming into the UK, not the size of the
greenbelt to house them. #AskBoris

1122

TylerWilliam98

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1123

jackegerrard

1

0

1

1124

jameswh73

1

0

1

NUEVOXtelco: @MayorofLondon #askboris Mobiles the pop by
subsidising the cost of travel in/out of the capital,attracting the
best talent?

1125

kgruane

1

0

1

1126

VivaLaTom91

1

0

1

1127

DominicRoyffe

1

0

1

1128

PoloTimes

1

0

1

1129

Gwynithb

1

1

1

1130

chrisbullenbell

1

0

1

1131

simonjamesd

1

0

1

1132

mickylad13

1

0

1

1133

craigsmith1981

1

0

1

1134

ItsOllieLast

1

0

1

SavilloTheGreat: RT @abbieeljaysmale: #AskBoris
@MayorofLondon What would happen if we locked you in a room
while you were on acid with an elephant?

1135

lizzie_kate

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1136

PrimlyStable

1

1

1

JoshuaYarham: @MayorofLondon When are you going to become
Prime Minister? #letsnotmessabout #AskBoris

JessyTarrant: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

FlanaganSim: RT @vanbadham: #askboris How can one trust
you on consultative govt if you won't even acknowledge a lady's
proposal? #borisbrides http://t.…
about 2 hours ago

iRayhanMia: #AskBoris - When are you going to become Prime
Minister ?
about 2 hours ago

misscolleysays: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 2 hours ago

s7ampy: Do you have sugar on your weetabix? @MayorofLondon
#AskBoris @weetabix
about 2 hours ago

charliethebean: RT @MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects
come good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris @LukeN…
about 2 hours ago

hiscockhurts: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

paulhigh13: Oi Boris, during your time at College with Davey
Cameron; who was best at soggy biscuit? Also, why do you hate
the poor? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

scottyknightafc: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

benittto11: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

JayGravsey: @WhatsOnStage Last week to see 9 to 5 #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

Fredinh97: #AskBoris Are you a great supine protoplasmic
invertebrate jelly?
about 2 hours ago

SavilloTheGreat: RT @DanHillier_92: #askboris what's your
favourite spice girls song?
about 2 hours ago

1137

AidanRetallick

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1138

duncr

1

0

1

LiamTweetsU: #AskBoris can you give me sharpie in pooper pic?

1139

jimmythereach

1

0

1

1140

PierreCullen5

1

0

1

VickyLovelll: #AskBoris will you marry my friend Alex Gorman?
http://t.co/oy4Oy7z43A

1141

ash6037

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1142

ReeceClark2

1

0

1

1143

MVMNTuk

1

0

1

Tech_Sourced: RT @TandBmedia: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
You cycle past our tech startup every night. Would you come
and see what we are doing? #tech #Star…

1144

CraigSnowdon

1

0

1

1145

TomBooth10

1

0

1

1146

ChrisBTSP

1

5

1

1147

LennyMike

1

0

1

1148

J_jager11

1

0

1

1149

justthelivster

1

0

1

E_CarClub: @MayorofLondon Will you be attending the launch of
London's first entirely electric car club? Your office has an
invitation. #AskBoris

1150

JayGravsey

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1151

NormsITFC

1

0

1

1152

CSH1FT

1

0

1

SydLloyd: RT @MayorofLondon: by end of my 2nd term we will
have delivered 100k new affordable homes - a record - but more
necessary #askboris @KatMa…

1153

ArchD82

1

0

1

1154

sjr23

1

0

1

1155

gemmalouisecray

1

0

1

1156

NinMisseldine

1

0

1

1157

RaveCat

1

0

1

1158

BurkeyNG

1

0

1

1159

lisaiow71

1

0

1

1160

TrainDriverIan

1

0

1

1161

LedleyLegend

1

0

1

1162

RichGittins

1

0

1

1163

fordvox

1

0

1

1164

harrisononon

1

0

1

1165

bongobarry

1

0

1

1166

Gra3m3

1

0

1

1167

Cundy95

1

0

1

1168

mrbrewin_

1

0

1

1169

benjiheath89

1

0

1

1170

DTMTUK

1

0

1

1171

HerbieGreen

1

0

1

1172

Doobsrfc

1

0

1

1173

LaurenChelseaFC

1

0

1

1174

_claire_mcC_

1

0

1

1175

ColWadey

1

0

1

1176

NUEVOXtelco

1

0

1

1177

hayley_donald

1

0

1

1178

robharris1069

1

0

1

1179

accordingtoJonD

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

1superben: @MayorofLondon I'm in London at the weekend. Any
chance of you putting the kettle on? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

Rebecca_Broad: RT @DanHillier_92: #askboris what's your
favourite spice girls song?
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

TheGamingForces: #AskBoris Our country... needs walmart... <3
about 2 hours ago

WilliamBiss: Damn, missed #AskBoris. Was going to ask him to
paint more blue lanes on London roads so I can feel really safe &
protected on my bicycle.
about 2 hours ago

abbieeljaysmale: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon What would
happen if we locked you in a room while you were on acid with
an elephant?
about 2 hours ago

alex3107_: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

samrumens: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris you should pop down
to @Wealdstone_FC some time and see how amazing it is!!!
#nonleaguefootball
about 2 hours ago

SheBeAMistry: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

SheBeAMistry: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 2 hours ago

benet_catty: Are you embarrassed that the Boris bikes were
actually initiated by Ken Livingstone, not you? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

EmmaBentleyFox: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

CharterJam: “@MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris” See this is why I
love Boris #legend
about 2 hours ago

StewBEAST1: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon Have YewTree been in
contact yet?
about 2 hours ago

_staceyclarke_: RT @uvibesohard: #AskBoris how come I love
you and hate you at the same time?
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accordingtoJonD

1

0

1

1180

moseleytom

1
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1181

samchallis89

1

0
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1182

gordonmarley

1

0
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1183

Dobbo_2000

1

0

1

1184

HPerception

1

0

1

1185

SamuelGervais91

1

0

1

1186

BeauPasti

1

0

1

1187

JosephRoberts1

1

0

1

1188

FfionEHughes

1

0

1

1189

SquidgyGoat

1

0

1

1190

georgegolding97

1

0

1

1191

KeithGr725

1

0

1

ITK_AGENT_VIGO: .@MayorofLondon HAHAHAH SPUNK HEAD
CUNT #ASKBORIS

1192

riversidecrew

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1193

LouiseTalbot13

1

0

1

FOOKING_CUNT: Do you still find time to mess with yourself since
becoming @MayorofLondon ? #askboris”

1194

worthycab

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1195

Swiato

1

0

1

_K_W_W_: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley

1196

dan1west

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1197

_httpharry

1

0

1

DanHillier_92: #askboris what's your favourite spice girls song?

1198

muzzarocks_eie

1

0

1

1199

amymayweir

1

2

1

1200

Santiburi

1

0

1

1201

H_VARLEY

1

0

1

BobTP: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley

1202

NickyW084

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1203

NigeHole

1

0

1

Robfrench1: RT @newms67: #AskBoris Will it take someone
important son or daughter to die on a rickshaw before you act?

1204

kalvin_bowness

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1205

iamkieranmurray

1

0

1

ChuckScot: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley

1206

NathanMulliner

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1207

vicdavies_

1

0

1

RebeccaRansome: @MayorofLondon what shampoo do you use
because your hair is so fluffy #AskBoris

1208

EddPerry

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1209

Alex_Broxson

1

0

1

SeanPaulV: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley

1210

KieHoreEFC

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1211

Billy_Fleet

1

0

1

1212

perplexinglee

1

0

1

anna_page_: RT @jamesdavidsmith: @MayorofLondon How are
you planning to help the rising number of homeless people in
London? #AskBoris

1213

emyygee

1

0

1

1214

PLomax91

1

0

1

benet_catty: Why did you lie about why you stayed in USA
during riots? Why didn't you just say"I thought I wasn't needed
and then changed mind" #AskBoris

1215

R_Wizzle88

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1216

Euann_Wilsonn

1

0

1

Josieposy85: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris What
shampoo/conditioner do you use??

1217

doofydafus

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1218

AlPatterzon95

1

0

1

mct475: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt

1219

OwainRoberts4

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1220

MsAnnieOS

1

0

1

1221

Lukaku_Strength

1

0

1

TwoWheelsGoodUK: .@MayorofLondon When are we going to see
DELIVERY of safe, segregated cycle infrastructure? We don't
want empty promises #AskBoris

about 2 hours ago

mattraven: RT @ITK_AGENT_VIGO: .@MayorofLondon HAHAHAH
SPUNK HEAD CUNT #ASKBORIS
about 2 hours ago

Mcquaid13: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

pugjoke: Is there any chance you'll take me up on my offer of a
game of wiff-waff? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

KaneD101: RT @ITK_AGENT_VIGO: .@MayorofLondon HAHAHAH
SPUNK HEAD CUNT #ASKBORIS
about 2 hours ago

benet_catty: Are you embarrassed that you got the price of your
new buses wrong by a factor of 300% (£1.2m each against
£300,000)? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

OzzyOfficialx: RT @BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

1221

Lukaku_Strength

1

0

1

1222

alexbigham

1

0

1

1223

Colin__Woods

1

0

1

amberkdunbar: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris i'm moving to
london two weeks tomorrow, give me advice on living there?!
please!!

1224

JaackEvans

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

1225

freyaaaxo

1

0

1

1226

milkypirate

1

0

1

YorkshireStar: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are
on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…

1227

dave_swain3

1

0

1

1228

RealHumptyB

1

0

1

1229

PlanetDacha

1

0

1

1230

thekatetaylor

1

0
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1231

smacfadyen11

1

0

1

1232

JordanPolitics

1

0

1

1233

Andy_Bronson

1

0

1
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ashleighjessica

1

0

1

1235

Tom_M_94

1

0

1

1236

manofworms

1

0

1

1237

thomaswareing98

1

0

1

1238

olicassidy

1

0

1

1239

beza1991

1

0

1

1240

lagoschic

1

0

1

1241

licentiahannap

1

0

1

1242

JessieSniff

1

0

1

1243

RGoodland

1

0

1

1244

BartoszZbroja

1

0

1

1245

kardashianiam

1

0

1

1246

nickdoublet

1

1

1

1247

greg_the_dancer

1

0

1

1248

benjamin_bull

1

0

1

1249

Mikeychadwick

1

0

1

1250

Londoncab777

1

0

1

1251

MarcWhiffen

1

0

1

1252

BEX1504

1

0

1

1253

chrisorford

1

0

1

1254

shawnieEL93

1

0

1

1255

Fastdog1000

1

0

1

1256

andybolton

1

0

1

1257

joehodrien

1

0

1

1258

martynwgreen

1

0

1

1259

1superben

1

0

1

1260

Natalie_jc_

1

0

1

1261

_davegrowl_

1

0

1

1262

helllo8642

1

0

1

1263

hamit

1

0

1

about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

maisie0701: #AskBoris Why do you always look high?
about 2 hours ago

ChloeLBear: RT @christabelaroo: #askboris You could instantly
save lives by banning HGV's 7am - 7pm in Central London.
Worth a shot?
about 2 hours ago

emma1836: @MayorofLondon #askboris what products do you
use on your hair? #swag
about 2 hours ago

OliMeddings: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

DANNYDOUGLAS7: #AskBoris can you get Boris bikes to work on
other cards please?
about 2 hours ago

cowboybert: RT @Kidd_Campbell: #AskBoris .... I'd rather
#AskRuby @Rubywax
about 2 hours ago

NathanBenJam: RT @MayorofLondon: we will have 40 per cent of
it done by next year! being extended now to hammnersmith
and city and district #askboris @N…
about 2 hours ago

Joedavieslike: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

jamesallanbruce: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new
fresh socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

billybobhargood: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

S_murph101: @MayorofLondon when you gonna cut your hair??
#AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

jakedhughes: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

DamDarnBrook: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

salmon_mike: #askboris is a waste of time. He answered no
questions on real issues. If we go to war, will he expect attacks
on London? @lewiclarke8775
about 2 hours ago

meepimaud: RT @NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on from
the paralympics how have you improved housing and transport
for disabled Londoners? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

billybobhargood: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new
fresh socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

Jon_events: RT @hodadr: Will you be joining londoners at the
#space4cycling campaign on the 2nd sept? #askboris

@MayorofLondon
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benet_catty: RT @bitoclass: #askBoris @MayorofLondon Why did
you say on #c4news you'd make sure all Crossrail stations had
step-free access, when they w…
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about 2 hours ago

markamies: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Why hasn't Newham
got a museum?
about 2 hours ago

agirv: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

TwoWheelsGoodUK: RT @hodadr: Will you be joining londoners
at the #space4cycling campaign on the 2nd sept? #askboris
@MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

TwoWheelsGoodUK: RT @briseglace: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
Why is the new cycle superhighway 5 repeating the same
mistakes of old superhighways? We need more…
about 2 hours ago

huxtedm: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn afternoon i
yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to world cup
#askboris @NessElver
about 2 hours ago

TwoWheelsGoodUK: RT @christabelaroo: #askboris You could
instantly save lives by banning HGV's 7am - 7pm in Central
London. Worth a shot?
about 2 hours ago

jamesallanbruce: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

TwoWheelsGoodUK: RT @BorisWatch: I saw a number 19 bus in
an ASL the other week. Does that mean we can fine you as chair
of TfL? #askboris @kgruane @Mayor…
about 2 hours ago

MeganWelch95: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

DobbysSock12: @MayorofLondon Favourite premier league
football team? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

LovelyHoranEyes: #AskBoris how are you? @BorisMalik_
about 2 hours ago

SpeakinSoFreely: @MayorofLondon Are there more improvement
to London Overground on the Barking to Gospel Oak on
extension and more train carriage #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

lizisnotalizard: Im having fun with the #askboris hashtag
everyone else is serious and I'm talking about hobnobs
about 2 hours ago

stan_king: RT @BillyCLoveday: #AskBoris when are you and the
government going to sort this country out?
about 2 hours ago

therealrichc: RT @the_alexgeorge: @MayorofLondon have you
ever lived in a treehouse? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

lamb_chris1: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

therealrichc: RT @N8FYB: #AskBoris Would you ever marry a
cat? An attractive one, of course. @MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

_JakeRobson: RT @MayorofLondon: we will have 40 per cent of it
done by next year! being extended now to hammnersmith and
city and district #askboris @N…
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FillipaRose: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for your
questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
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about 2 hours ago

about 2 hours ago

NedleyJames: RT @MayorofLondon: Just a reminder that I'll be
starting #AskBoris in just over 30 minutes, please send in your
questions using #AskBoris &…
about 2 hours ago

RobertMillar18: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

JonathanKeQuan: #AskBoris would you rather 'get up' like James
Brown, or 'get down' like Kool and the Gang?
about 2 hours ago

markamies: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops fining
light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are on to
you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 2 hours ago

the_alexgeorge: @MayorofLondon have you ever lived in a
treehouse? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

duggbug: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

Kidd_Campbell: #AskBoris .... I'd rather #AskRuby @Rubywax
about 2 hours ago

lizisnotalizard: #askboris every year we should have a new
holiday celebrating when you got stuck on the zip wire
about 2 hours ago

therealrichc: RT @haywardsenior: #askboris should pastrami
ever be paired with salami in a sandwich? @MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

lizisnotalizard: #askboris what happened about all the chocolate
hobnobs in the world?
about 2 hours ago

therealrichc: I love the #askboris sessions.
about 2 hours ago

bailystevens: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

ArchD82: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris I have just started a new
charity called @nochildwithout to help disadvantaged young
people. Can I get any help?
about 2 hours ago

sjr23: @MayorofLondon Is a freedom of work agreement a
realistic option at present between UK and Aus in your opinion?
#askboris
about 2 hours ago

lee_p65: #AskBoris you were my favourite Russian president.!!
about 2 hours ago

fvckyoupayme: #AskBoris who cuts your hair? @MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

TomskiC: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

RishiChico: RT @CloudedHair: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon - Tits
or Ass?
about 2 hours ago

RishiChico: RT @ironjunkie_92: #AskBoris if you want more
people to use public transport why have you raised the prices?
Used to be 40p for bus now £2.…
about 2 hours ago

N8FYB: #AskBoris Would you ever marry a cat? An attractive
one, of course. @MayorofLondon
about 2 hours ago

Aug 29, 2013 at 12:00pm UTC
grantamos91: Is your real name boris krishnikov?
@MayorofLondon @muuunk #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

mrsinghssauce: hi @MayorofLondon we are the only London
business to get the final of the Local Business Accelerator,
headed by @DeborahMeaden #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

Cundy95: @MayorofLondon Can we drink Bovril together?
#AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

Reecio: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

lewism333: Are you into this? @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
http://t.co/8QE0GteDS2
about 2 hours ago

RuzThompson: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

RuzThompson: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 2 hours ago

jakedhughes: RT @oliverhotdog: Would you find speaking
English easier without the plums and silver spoon in your
mouth? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

gordonmarley: @MayorofLondon what's the square root of 69?
#askboris
about 2 hours ago

oliviyup: zayn malik's dog is more famous than you. let that sink
in. #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

KeithGr725: Oh no, i've missed #AskBoris again !
about 2 hours ago

porkynorman: #AskBoris do you think its right for us to get
involved in Syria ?
about 2 hours ago

spyro_dragon1: Please when you're asking me #AskBoris
questions tag me in then please I will try to answer as much as
possible
about 2 hours ago

GeekyLAS: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

HayleyLCourt: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are
on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 2 hours ago

steveh1981: RT @MayorofLondon: #AskBoris @WorcesterParkSi
Consultation under way - but looking good
about 2 hours ago

Santiburi: @MayorofLondon When is Greenwich Park going to be
restored to anything like its former well being, ie its perOlympics condition? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

bensmart10: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

tomscarb: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris HE TOOK HIS JAAAAAWB
about 2 hours ago

EddPerry: @R_Wizzle88 @MayorofLondon scotch! Me and my
mate Scott Chegg #askboris
about 2 hours ago

bootsisalive: When are you going to get stuck on a zipwire again
for our amusement ? #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

crasscataclysm: #AskBoris Ba't trending ka worldwide
@BorrisCosico??? HAHAHA
about 2 hours ago

OneEyeWally: RT @MayorofLondon: #AskBoris @WorcesterParkSi
Consultation under way - but looking good
about 2 hours ago

MissWintherSays: RT @sarahyayira: What cities could London
learn from? @MayorofLondon #askboris
about 2 hours ago

_mattysingleton: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

GreyhoundGeezer: Is it true you want a road named after you?
@MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

lizziestep: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

oliver_lewis1: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

fudgetunnel: cameron is war moungering thank god
@Ed_Miliband has the balls to stand up will you stand up
#AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

GuyAriGrandeFan: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon Can you twerk?
about 2 hours ago

BEEEEEEEEEEEJ: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

tomscarb: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

tommybardsley: RT @JazzTheJourno: "@HappytobeTommy:
#askboris with black teenagers continuously stabbing and
shooting each other why is racial profiling w…
about 2 hours ago

olicassidy: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris does Barry Manilow know
you raid his wardrobe?
about 2 hours ago

RSI_cycles: RT @etailsport: #AskBoris We love you Boris! How
will you get more people cycling?? #cyclerevolution
about 2 hours ago

adamenglebright: RT @TheBalloonicorn: #AskBoris favorite kon??
about 2 hours ago

lewism333: Where abouts on your body would you say you are
the most tickilish? I reckon groin. @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

WildFoxTweets: Oh no, i've missed #AskBoris again !

about 2 hours ago

RobertLouieOng: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new
fresh socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 2 hours ago

etailsport: #AskBoris We love you Boris! How will you get more
people cycling?? #cyclerevolution
about 2 hours ago

marissatom16: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
about 2 hours ago

AileenMcghee: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 2 hours ago

RobertLouieOng: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon
#askboris Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 2 hours ago

licentiahannap: @BorisMalik_ #AskBoris what is ur fav food? It
was the hardest question ever, rite @NiallOfficial ?
about 2 hours ago

TrendsLondon: #askboris is now trending in #London
trendsmap.com/gb/london
about 2 hours ago

greg_the_dancer: @MayorofLondon whats your favourite #80s
record #askBoris
about 2 hours ago

TheAazzman: How do you think #Bane eats if he always has to
wear that mask? Cos if he takes it off he dies! #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

etailsport: RT @RSI_cycles: #AskBoris how can you reduce the
number of cars in London to make it a cleaner safer city that is
also safe for cyclists?
about 2 hours ago

RSI_cycles: #AskBoris how can you reduce the number of cars in
London to make it a cleaner safer city that is also safe for
cyclists?
about 2 hours ago

Mikeychadwick: @MayorofLondon why are you such a legend
#borisforpm #whataguy #firstroundsonme #AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

Dyfedamputees: RT @EnabledBenches: #AskBoris Don't
wheelchair users deserve equal access to London's parks and
gardens? Install accessible furniture! htt…
about 2 hours ago

fkn_andrew: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

TheBalloonicorn: #AskBoris favorite k-on??
about 2 hours ago

AzharAbdulRahim: #AskBoris Why are you a cunt?
about 2 hours ago

i_want_yellow: #AskBoris Was it really a good idea to encourage
people who haven't cycled in years to slow us all down with their
wobbly riding?
about 2 hours ago

samdevlin: Should I start boot camp on Monday? #askboris
about 2 hours ago

laurajane_allen: #askboris my nephew looks just like U. We r
thinking of changing his name to Boris. What do u think?
@MayorofLondon http://t.co/Uje2140nGp
about 2 hours ago

Carmen_1D1: @BorisMalik_ #AskBoris what is the think that you
most love to do?
about 2 hours ago

boringdaddio: RT @MayorofLondon: i cycled round it the other
day and it's lovely - but old oak common is due for regeneration!
#askboris @SaveOurScrubs
about 2 hours ago

GlassockMichael: RT @JosephDexter94: “@MayorofLondon: i
think tropic thunder has edged dodgeball #askboris
@mitchlawley” @GlassockMichael
about 2 hours ago

CEREALKLR: #AskBoris What was it like working with Natasha?
about 2 hours ago

anshell18: RT @BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 2 hours ago

Carol_wkjm: RT @MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects come
good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris @LukeN…
about 2 hours ago

dthomson123: #AskBoris Fancy going for a nandos?
about 2 hours ago

lewism333: How many times in a week does the imprisoned
kitten that sits on top your head try to escape? @MayorofLondon
#AskBoris
about 2 hours ago

realandythawley: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 2 hours ago

Carmen_1D1: #AskBoris what is the thing that you most love?
about 2 hours ago

GeorgeHDavies: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris What do you bowl,
spin or pace? #Cricket
about 2 hours ago

chelseacluttonx: #AskBoris hi
about 2 hours ago

heebeegeesbees: #AskBoris Is the possibility of Tony Abbott
becoming Australia's PM, legitimate grounds for me to seek
refuge in England? #auspol
about 2 hours ago

spyro_dragon1: #AskBoris is trending IM FAMOUS IM FAMOUS
about 2 hours ago

BillyCLoveday: #AskBoris when are you and the government
going to sort this country out?
about 2 hours ago

Friburg4000: #AskBoris Who cuts your hair?
about 3 hours ago

igivenofacks: @MayorofLondon I believe you are a mastermind
posing as a fool, is this true? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Corxx: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

_Mertzz: #AskBoris why are you so annoying?
about 3 hours ago

peacockkkkkkk: #AskBoris Please tell me how you get your hair
to look that incredible every day.
about 3 hours ago

ThembaletuMbang: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@Josephsavage91 Well done England & Alastair Cook @warne888 get that England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

QbicLondon: +1 RT @MayorofLondon London's olympic legacy is
the best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east
london ! #askboris
about 3 hours ago

RevGunkig: RT @angelneptustar: @RevGunkig During his
tweeting session, #AskBoris , @Mayoroflondon tweeted "Shane
Warne, get that England shirt on!" …
about 3 hours ago

JohnsonMFC: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

iBenParry: #AskBoris Can you turn water into wine?
about 3 hours ago

diltonmar_hall: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for
taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

beza1991: @MayorofLondon please can you tell me how much
money we wasted on the Olympics ! #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

BigbigGull: Why is the Northern Line being extended when what
is already there doesn't work? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

amberlyoung_: RT @MayorofLondon: #AskBoris @F_McCullough
spaghetti, meatballs and late night cheese from the fridge!
about 3 hours ago

ElllaRock: @MayorofLondon Do London buses need to be as big
as they are? Dble deckers often ride around empty #AskBoris
#wasteful
about 3 hours ago

omg_yasmin21: #AskBoris why u so such a prik & why don't u
cut your dumb hair
about 3 hours ago

amazd_at_it_all: RT @JazzTheJourno: "@HappytobeTommy:
#askboris with black teenagers continuously stabbing and
shooting each other why is racial profiling w…
about 3 hours ago

nathan_Gilmore1: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn
afternoon i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to
world cup #askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

Mashmoments: #askboris there's a flaw in the #borisbike system
whereby u get charged £150 if u go over 24hr.So 9am fr
10mins then 8.55am 10mins its £150!
about 3 hours ago

craigcampbell23: @MayorofLondon are you that daft you
confused football with rugby? m.youtube.com/watch?
v=iWIUp1… #askboris
about 3 hours ago

kirbstain: Will you marry me? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

PoloTimes: @MayorofLondon Would you be willing to have a polo
lesson with England player Henry Brett in Witney, Oxon?
#AskBoris #promotingpolo
about 3 hours ago

ElinorBrinsley: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

harrisononon: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris is it true dogs can't
look up?
about 3 hours ago

AntoMarinPium: RT @BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 3 hours ago

Adam_Riley97: @kenzie_smith_ as you can see from my previous
tweets...but then I changed my mind, again as you can see
from other tweets :) #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

pankito09: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops fining
light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are on to
you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

bronty66: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

MelanyGuarniz3: RT @BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 3 hours ago

NinjaLemur26: What would win in a fight a badger with a flick
knife or a one armed baboon? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jadeyandcoke: #AskBoris Are you going to make plans to cap
the spiralling housing rental costs in London?
about 3 hours ago

JosephDexter94: “@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley” @GlassockMichael
about 3 hours ago

Gents7: @MayorofLondon can you are you good at #Twerking
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

CRGreenfield: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Do you think rugby
tackles should be allowed in football? But only legal against
Germany?
about 3 hours ago

NuhaatAfrin: "@MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt" he is just so funny.
about 3 hours ago

darnellbrooklyn: RT @charlie29122012: #AskBoris bereaved
parents have to wait 12 months or more for counselling and
there is no after package available what…
about 3 hours ago

rednuts99: #AskBoris you ever stuck a digit into your sweaty
belly button then seductively licked the finger?
about 3 hours ago

OliJ17: #AskBoris Why are you such a cunt ? Also @rustyrockets
mugged you off on question time
about 3 hours ago

AchingArms: RT @charlie29122012: #AskBoris bereaved
parents have to wait 12 months or more for counselling and
there is no after package available what…
about 3 hours ago

robtheearl1813: @TheLastLeg #Askboris when are you going to
apologise for basically being a dick about the North? #tosser
about 3 hours ago

CharlieSkip: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Adam_Riley97: ok maybe not there is a #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TopicalCblog: @lcdisability @MayorofLondon how were #Crossrail
stations even allowed to be designed without step-free access?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

N8FYB: #AskBoris If you could become a robot, would you?
@MayorofLondon

about 3 hours ago

shimano34: #AskBoris when are you going to ban all the cars in
london
about 3 hours ago

ajtownhill: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

jadewaymouth: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

duncr: @MayorofLondon do you type your own tweets or dicate
to a minion? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

TomBooth10: @MayorofLondon what does the mayor of London
eat for breakfast? #AskBoris #Cocopops
about 3 hours ago

gemmalouisecray: “@handsomesam: Can you change it so you
get 45mins on the bike instead of 30? #AskBoris” I thought it
only took 20 minutes to get to work !
about 3 hours ago

RichGittins: @MayorofLondon Where do you propose building
new homes without cutting down trees and green spaces?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Complain_London: RT @londonminicabs1: Hi Boris, what do you
do to stop illegal minicabs.? They are all around the town these
days. #AskBoris #LONDONISLOVIN…
about 3 hours ago

AchingArms: @charlie29122012 bereavement midwives are the
linchpin to our charity reaching newly bereaved parents.
#stopnhscuts #askboris
about 3 hours ago

SymondsCallum: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new
fresh socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

DuckingFusty: #askboris what happened to your promise to bin
the congestion charge?
about 3 hours ago

shawnieEL93: @MayorofLondon whats your favourite hobby?
#askboris #veryniceeee
about 3 hours ago

lydiarrrrrrr: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever caused
you embarrassment?
about 3 hours ago

mayush0805: RT @BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 3 hours ago

ashley_upton: @MayorofLondon any plans on bringing in ticket
barriers on the DLR to stop people jumping on for free?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

JeffersMFC: @MayorofLondon #Askboris who would play you in a
film of your life?
about 3 hours ago

UnionJcat_x: #AskBoris omg I am screaming
about 3 hours ago

MrD4rcy: RT @GenericParody: . @MayorofLondon Do you agree
implementing a clock-based navigational system was the key to
winning Knightmare? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

philmonkey: RT @bitoclass: #askboris @MayorofLondon Why are
you wasting time answering questions about films and sport
instead of using the time on Qs …
about 3 hours ago

Natalie_jc_: @katieodlin oh my god #askboris is trending!! Only
you can understand how happy I am
about 3 hours ago

miss_blondie_: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

ThomasMinihan: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

whitchy1212: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

AchingArms: RT @charlie29122012: #AskBoris Bereavement
midwife's are being cut from NHS hospitals at rate of only 1 in 4
hospitals have 1 why is NHS fu…
about 3 hours ago

accordingtoJonD: @Josephsavage91 @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
Wow. Great question.
about 3 hours ago

fudgetunnel: you must realize bombing syria could lead us on a
path to nuclear war with russia and china you understand how
serious this is ? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

craigsmith1981: @Batesyyyyyyy #askboris what do you wash
your beard in? #fairyliqwut
about 3 hours ago

keyzageeza: @MayorofLondon #askboris when are you guna get
a decent haircut? #mayorsmop
about 3 hours ago

Londonislovinit: RT @londonminicabs1: Hi Boris, what do you do
to stop illegal minicabs.? They are all around the town these
days. #AskBoris #LONDONISLOVIN…
about 3 hours ago

kaarenMor: #askboris ---> TT

http://t.co/HLW1Y387RE

about 3 hours ago

BorisWatch: Biggest flaw (or from his pov feature) of #askboris is
the total exclusion of any follow up when his answer is nonsense
about 3 hours ago

Laura_McLennan: Awesome #AskBoris this AM w/
@MayorofLondon. Q's on transport, #Syria & "how do u make ur
hair so shiny?" Great Mayor or greatest Mayor?
about 3 hours ago

marieloveskhali: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

oliverhotdog: Boris, we all know you are an extremely busy man
in politics. Do you ever take time out to treat yourself to a sit
down wee? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

fawwaduddin: @MayorofLondon what are we doing regarding
the constant threats to mosques up and down the country
#AskBoris how do we develop cohesion
about 3 hours ago

handsomesam: Can you change it so you get 45mins on the
bike instead of 30? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

benkind: RT @EdDavie: Why has Lambeth lost more than 10% of
its police officers (over 200) since you became @MayorofLondon
? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

londonminicabs1: Hi Boris, what do you do to stop illegal
minicabs.? They are all around the town these days. #AskBoris
#LONDONISLOVINIT

about 3 hours ago

CorrBryony: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

xjoshuwa: I find it priceless that #AskBoris is trending
about 3 hours ago

thomthumb84: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@AmyZofiaBrooks we are going to plant up to 20k street trees
and 100 pocket parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

CorrBryony: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

CharlieNDenny: Is that your real hair? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

FookMashton: #AskBoris LOL
about 3 hours ago

aguttiaguirre: #AskBoris can you follow me pleaseeee? Hahaha
please boris :D
about 3 hours ago

Life_of_Tom: #askboris @MayorofLondon Favorite toasty filling? ;)
about 3 hours ago

Oli_Adams: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

JNarborough: RT @MayorofLondon: looking at dlr and bakerloo
extensions but govt needs to bring us in on south east rail
franchise #askboris @sianloutier…
about 3 hours ago

_niam9ever: #AskBoris can you bark
about 3 hours ago

filippofasulo: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

mrvglnr: @BorisMalik_ #AskBoris how are u dude? lol
about 3 hours ago

Mikey_16_: @MayorofLondon what was your favourite ever
football 'tackle'? I know which one was mine #BorisVsGerman
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

pizzaisperfect: @BorisMalik_ #AskBoris how old are you lol XD
about 3 hours ago

PaulKersey74: Are we going to see proper late night transport on
Fri & Sat nights in my lifetime? (Prob another 40 yrs)
@MayorofLondon #askboris
about 3 hours ago

GravesTD: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

The_boy_Logan: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

sassyc_001: RT @MayorofLondon: london's olympic legacy is the
best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east london
! #askboris @i_own_a_…
about 3 hours ago

givemethebieber: @BorisMalik_ #AskBoris how old are you?

about 3 hours ago

_httpharry: @BorisMalik_ #AskBoris PLEASE FOLLOW MEE ITS
VERY IMPORTANT TO ME
about 3 hours ago

lagoschic: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris I love visiting London for
shopping but lately I've noticed a high incidence of theft at d
high street. Solution?
about 3 hours ago

nordsbangkong48: #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

helenvecht: RT @bitoclass: #askBoris @MayorofLondon Why did
you say on #c4news you'd make sure all Crossrail stations had
step-free access, when they w…
about 3 hours ago

heebeegeesbees: #AskBoris Who cuts and styles your hair? My
cat could do with a makeover.
about 3 hours ago

nicholaraihani: Peckham Rye station really needs step free
access - is this part of the refurb plan?#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Bauer7052: So during the #AskBoris session by
@MayorofLondon he failed to answer the question on the badger
cull yet answered every other question!!!
about 3 hours ago

guywaynechan: RT @aforbesyy: @MayorofLondon can you wish
my friend @franksy95 and supporter of you a happy birthday
today #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

N8FYB: #AskBoris What would you rather be: a dolphin or a
school of goldfish? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

CameronThomson7: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Shaigarr: "@BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol"
about 3 hours ago

Badow_P: “@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley” #borisLAD hahaa
about 3 hours ago

dilaraxmalik: RT @BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 3 hours ago

ElectricManny: #AskBoris lulla didn't answer my questions :'(
about 3 hours ago

oliverhotdog: Would you find speaking English easier without the
plums and silver spoon in your mouth? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

GeorgiaSaysNo: “@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley” waheyyyy
about 3 hours ago

Clott4: @MayorofLondon Shame, Wanted to know if you used
conditioner on that #shlid? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

hsustephenc: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are
on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

BorisMalik_: #AskBoris is trending lol
about 3 hours ago

nomiefbaby: which brand of hairdye do you use to dye your hair

blond?...probing questions.. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MRC201276: What's going to happen to Peter hendie? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

PeterRoffey: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
about 3 hours ago

callumharvey92: #AskBoris Did You Watch Geordie Shore Last
Night Fam?
about 3 hours ago

Mayorkhun: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for your
questions please send in using #AskBoris http://t.co/Rp8ft6thxc
about 3 hours ago

StaceyChaney90: What's your favourite flavour ice cream?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Andy_The_Avgeek: @MayorofLondon #askboris are you looking
forward to your appearance on the last leg next week?
about 3 hours ago

katecuming: @Mayoroflondon very concerned about buses
going cashless, oyster only. If oyster runs out but have cash will I get left behind #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Boris_Burston: #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Nattylacey: #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

PaulPickering9: What will you do when you are Tory leader next
week, Boris? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ArgentoT: RT @Mozkovich: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Anything
you can do to lower property prices/rent in inner London i.e.
islington?
about 3 hours ago

davidhoch96: I completely missed a session of #askboris!!!
Absoloutly gutted. @MayorofLondon can I have an exclusive late
question slot?
about 3 hours ago

JamesCowmeadow: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn
afternoon i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to
world cup #askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

CaptMikeYates: RT @bitoclass: #askBoris @MayorofLondon Why
did you say on #c4news you'd make sure all Crossrail stations
had step-free access, when they w…
about 3 hours ago

MadmanSalvo: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Eric__Antunes: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

beneckton: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

stephencox32: @MayorofLondon Tea or Coffee? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

hamit: @MayorofLondon What is life? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

helllo8642: @TheLastLeg #AskBoris why doesn't Boris Johnson
go on Russell Howard's good news?
about 3 hours ago

LDNPlayground: We are on the hunt for London's finest and
most delectable burger... Anyone got any sterling
recommendations? #ldn #burger #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Smithy96MOFO: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

oliverhotdog: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever
caused you embarrassment?
about 3 hours ago

Lozadee: #AskBoris On a scale of 1 to rugby tackling a German,
how much did you enjoy this? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

martynwgreen: @MayorofLondon who's your favourite member
of the Wu Tang Clan? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

RichardPolson: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

ChrisMMcDougall: Enjoy interesting, entertaining Twitter town
halls? Check out #AskBoris @MayorofLondon More of these in
America, please! #EngageCivicly
about 3 hours ago

Fastdog1000: Wherever Boris wants his ashes left OK by me
“@Josephsavage91: @MayorofLondon what do you think of
England retaining the ashes? #AskBoris”
about 3 hours ago

LouisShankar: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91
Well done England & Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that
England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

Londoncab777: @MayorofLondon your lack of response to
taxidrivers complaints of dangerous rickshaws tells us u dont
care about the public sir,#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LouisShankar: RT @Josephsavage91: @MayorofLondon what do
you think of England retaining the ashes? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

HenryConen95: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon what would you put
on a crêpe? Nutella? Or sugar and lemon?
about 3 hours ago

littlemrspatel: "@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley" I LOVE BORIS!
about 3 hours ago

2wheelzg00d: #AskBoris when are you going to punish cyclists
for breaking road laws, jumping lights, parking in chevrons
whizzing in and out of traffic
about 3 hours ago

ArgentoT: RT @MayorofLondon: london's olympic legacy is the
best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east london
! #askboris @i_own_a_…
about 3 hours ago

ThatStephenBoy: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

pthemissionary: Cc: @tomcruise RT @MayorofLondon: i think
tropic thunder has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Bsaholland: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Bsaholland: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris

about 3 hours ago

maxnebo: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for your
questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
about 3 hours ago

CaptainAndypops: #AskBoris Why won't TFL let more than one
wheelchair on a bus? Bit awkward when you want to go out with
another wheelchair user!
about 3 hours ago

ameliamoss97: My whole time line is filled with #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

aliwoodward: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

richardpugh: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

BeckClegg: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

_grace_grace: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

clogsilk: RT @BorisWatch: I saw a number 19 bus in an ASL the
other week. Does that mean we can fine you as chair of TfL?
#askboris @kgruane @Mayor…
about 3 hours ago

LianneSealey: #AskBoris fancy coming out for a night out with
me and my friends?! Reckon you'd be a right laugh!!
@MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

Willpettitt: "@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley" hahaha
about 3 hours ago

Daniel___BSc: RT @charlie29122012: #AskBoris Bereavement
midwife's are being cut from NHS hospitals at rate of only 1 in 4
hospitals have 1 why is NHS fu…
about 3 hours ago

europabridge1: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@AmyZofiaBrooks we are going to plant up to 20k street trees
and 100 pocket parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

j4kubfiala: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

PotOfPoppies: RT @TheLouisTaylor: #AskBoris How did you
become such a lad?
about 3 hours ago

SamerKasem: RT @MayorofLondon: i want oyster everywhere
but new tech means we can move straight to bank cards
#askboris @DaisyfDunn @StandpointMag @JA…
about 3 hours ago

EdDavie: Poor boroughs hv had 10 times more money cut as
rich ones - what lobbying have u done 2 stop this attack on the
poor? @Mayorondon #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Roseboots2: RT @charlie29122012: #AskBoris Bereavement
midwife's are being cut from NHS hospitals at rate of only 1 in 4
hospitals have 1 why is NHS fu…
about 3 hours ago

thomaswareing98: @MayorofLondon what's it like being such a
popular figure throughout the whole of England? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ashleighjessica: @MayorofLondon what shampoo do you use?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

BCCletts: RT @bitoclass: #askBoris @MayorofLondon Why did
you say on #c4news you'd make sure all Crossrail stations had
step-free access, when they w…
about 3 hours ago

AdamMlamoury: #askboris Would you consider running for
President of Syria? Killing 2 birds with 1 stone. #thanks
@MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

thekatetaylor: @MayorofLondon next time I'm in the Red Lion
can I pick your brains on London's schooling improvements over
a pint? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

BorisWatch: I saw a number 19 bus in an ASL the other week.
Does that mean we can fine you as chair of TfL? #askboris
@kgruane @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

faybrady: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

guymlevy: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn afternoon i
yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to world cup
#askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

freyaaaxo: @MayorofLondon are you a cat or dog man?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

Tony_McNulty: RT @CllrButt: @MayorofLondon Why do you think
it’s acceptable to hike fares whilst closing ticket offices across
Brent? #AskBoris #GreatT…
about 3 hours ago

DanimalDDavies: Remember in 2009 when we all got followed by
Britney Porn Bots? WHAT WAS THAT ALL ABOUT, EH? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

paulbergamini: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

alexbigham: .@MayorofLondon Can you explain to my residents
why they've lost local police officers? Crime is a top concern in
Stockwell #askBoris
about 3 hours ago

MsAnnieOS: @MayorofLondon when will u be PM soon I hope
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TheLouisTaylor: #AskBoris How did you become such a lad?
about 3 hours ago

kalvin_bowness: @mayoroflondon who do you support in
football? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Swiato: @MayorofLondon Thanks for the #AskBoris session,
you're the best guy
about 3 hours ago

thomasbartlett: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

SamuelGervais91: @MayorofLondon We need a decision on
London's future airport capacity now #askboris
about 3 hours ago

ChrisMMcDougall: RT @AmyZofiaBrooks: @MayorofLondon
#AskBoris Thanks for introducing more trees around Harrow Rd.
What can we do to see and support more nat…
about 3 hours ago

ColWadey: @MayorofLondon .. Is it true Lauren Harries is your

hairdresser? #AskBoris #CBB
about 3 hours ago

_claire_mcC_: @MayorofLondon are you buzzing for the new
series of X-Factor? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ZaraBain: RT @NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on from the
paralympics how have you improved housing and transport for
disabled Londoners? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

kykaree: RT @charlie29122012: #AskBoris Bereavement
midwife's are being cut from NHS hospitals at rate of only 1 in 4
hospitals have 1 why is NHS fu…
about 3 hours ago

torytwit: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
about 3 hours ago

JamesRickwood: Shouldn't cyclists wear high vis vests with
registration numbers on the back and taxed to use roads like
motorists @MayorofLondon? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

KateJonesKJ: RT @MayorofLondon: by end of my 2nd term we
will have delivered 100k new affordable homes - a record - but
more necessary #askboris @KatMa…
about 3 hours ago

AdamMlamoury: #askboris Do you wear silk undergarments?
@MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

R3HUS: RT @ElectricManny: #AskBoris Do you play kabaddi?
about 3 hours ago

guyarmitage: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

vpantazis: #AskBoris Don't you think that the Parthenon marbles
should return from the British museum to the new Acropolis
museum in Athens?
about 3 hours ago

Gra3m3: @MayorofLondon what is the airspeed velocity of a
swallow? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

OOOareya: #AskBoris hey did you manage to pat a koala in oz?
about 3 hours ago

vanbadham: #askboris How can one trust you on consultative
govt if you won't even acknowledge a lady's proposal?
#borisbrides http://t.co/D7HpCZHD08
about 3 hours ago

haroldHammond: Heads or tails? @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

CSH1FT: @MayorofLondon why you so cool ? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

AidanRetallick: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris what do you think of
the nations "entertaining uncle" type view of you?
about 3 hours ago

CllrRockyGill: @MayorofLondon @i_own_a_unicorn #askboris
Such as record youth unemployment?
about 3 hours ago

AdamMlamoury: #askboris why are you such a bumbling idiot?
@MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

AlexSChristian: RT @MayorofLondon: see catullus..he had the
same prob #askboris ...@uvibesohard
about 3 hours ago

europabridge1: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

siansparkes: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

chrisbullenbell: @MayorofLondon Would you say Batman is a
super hero or just a hero? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

StokedOwl: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

FloptaJoe: #AskBoris How could you help General Ourumov steal
the the control disk to the Goldeneye satellite from Severnaya?
about 3 hours ago

Zeyad_Salih8: @MayorofLondon hello Boris #askboris
about 3 hours ago

bertieivoryp: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

lcdisability: .@MayorofLondon Great news that all Crossrail
stations will be step free. What other plans do you have to
improve transport? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

paulthecab: @MayorofLondon ain't it time to piss off yet? your
pissing with my timeline with to much drival and ducking the
real questions.. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

NessElver: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for
taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

charlie29122012: #AskBoris Bereavement midwife's are being
cut from NHS hospitals at rate of only 1 in 4 hospitals have 1
why is NHS funding being cut?
about 3 hours ago

JoeeMilli: @MayorofLondon Who would in a fight? You or Chuck
Norris? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ElliottDallas1: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Rob__Rob__: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops fining
light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are on to
you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

haywardsenior: #askboris should pastrami ever be paired with
salami in a sandwich? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

LolaxLou: @MayorofLondon would you rather be a member of
Labour, or let a lobster loose on your private bits? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

InsideCroydon: RT @EdDavie: Why has Lambeth lost more than
10% of its police officers (over 200) since you became
@MayorofLondon ? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Midget_3111: @MayorofLondon Opinion on the Badger cull?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

IanTX1Gooner: RT @nickdoublet: @MayorofLondon what's you're
favourite colour & when u gonna ban the rip off death trap
rickshaws ?!! #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

rydal11: RT @RPunter: #AskBoris @MayorOfLondon When will
military personnel get free London travel? #tfl

about 3 hours ago

Andy23johnson: "@MayorofLondon: think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley" let's recruit Boris to
our #dodgeball team! @Chris__Rees
about 3 hours ago

absolutkibria: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Why does it always
rain on me?
about 3 hours ago

ham17spurs: #AskBoris or do you want to come to an @FCRUMS
sports night. I'm sure @MNapalDavid will be very welcoming!
about 3 hours ago

daflew1s: @MayorofLondon who would win in a fight - Tom from
Tom & Jerry or Sylvester from Sylvester & Tweety? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

mattwhitehead11: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for
your questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
about 3 hours ago

JazzTheJourno: "@HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling wrong?" Parody surely
about 3 hours ago

TimBrienza: Enjoyed #askboris just now. Seems to have answers
to all the questions @MayorofLondon some classic Boris in there
too #GloomadonPoppers
about 3 hours ago

MrKibbyF: #AskBoris on a scale of 1-10 how do you rate your
ability to "twerk"? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

_ciaranomahony: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Schueywm: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

CllrRockyGill: @MayorofLondon @sianloutierney #askboris What
about DLR/LO extension to #BarkingRiverside @lbbdcouncil?
about 3 hours ago

HortiSocio: Have you heard of THE NORTH? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

HackneyOneTouch: @MayorofLondon @henryrhall #askboris will
that money also be used to educate both cyclist as drivers how
to behave on the road?
about 3 hours ago

Bauer7052: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris hmmm I suspect you
are avoiding the question about the badger cull!!
about 3 hours ago

SWCC7: @MayorofLondon If you had one wish for the future of
cycling, what would it be? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

glenbill76: RT @newms67: #AskBoris Will it take someone
important son or daughter to die on a rickshaw before you act?
about 3 hours ago

VolkanAKT: @MayorofLondon when are you planning to make
more cycle friendly junctions and blue bike lanes #askBoris
about 3 hours ago

GT10987: @MayorofLondon Why is everyone such a cunt?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Roz_Lawson: @CalumJames2 @MayorofLondon all SW London
(incl. Balham / Tooting) would be great too...! Thanks :)
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

JazzTheJourno: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
about 3 hours ago

M_Russell21: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

ham17spurs: #AskBoris one day, when you are free can we
please go for a pint together?
about 3 hours ago

Stewie_Tweets_: #AskBoris are you backing Brentford fc moving
to Lionel road ?? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

harrymack4: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris how comes your such
a top geezar
about 3 hours ago

EdDavie: Why has Lambeth lost more than 10% of its police
officers (over 200) since you became @MayorofLondon ?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

EmmaLeaper: Reading through #AskBoris tweets - brilliant
about 3 hours ago

ChloeSearl: I love @MayorofLondon 's #askboris sessions.
#sofunny
about 3 hours ago

haroldHammond: @MayorofLondon would you rather be a
member of Labour, or let a lobster loose on your private bits?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

BenPorRov: RT @EnabledBenches: #AskBoris Don't wheelchair
users deserve equal access to London's parks and gardens?
Install accessible furniture! htt…
about 3 hours ago

Peter_Agnew: @MayorofLondon #askboris What has been your
proudest moment in politics so far?
about 3 hours ago

Mahdi_Tweets: @MayorofLondon What hair product do you use?
Rumours have it you use vo5! Don't keep us in the dark!
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

mattsmith251100: RT @McLean86: @MayorofLondon Which do
you prefer Boris? The left twix or the right twix? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

AdamFaiyaz: @MayorofLondon #askboris What did you mean by
"protoplasmic inverterbrate Jelly"?
about 3 hours ago

stoneynufc: @MayorofLondon #askboris. In pardew we trust or
pardew out?
about 3 hours ago

whiteley_lydie: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever
caused you embarrassment?
about 3 hours ago

DanimalDDavies: Your opinions on my new haircut? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LandlordXX: RT @ironjunkie_92: #AskBoris if you want more
people to use public transport why have you raised the prices?
Used to be 40p for bus now £2.…
about 3 hours ago

johnpilgrim: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris When you've finished
sorting out London can you come and sort out Nottingham
please?
about 3 hours ago

ElinaGrigoriou: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are

on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

robgoodlet: @MayorofLondon what is being done about
motorbikes/scooters using cycle superhighways? #askboris
action on cars in ASL very welcomed
about 3 hours ago

MikeRoberts5963: @MayorofLondon Do u think there is a special
place reserved in he'll for grammatical autocorrect? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

asankojoev: Мэр Лондона запустил акцию в твиттере #AskBoris
Каждый может задать вопрос и получить ответ.
Просто.Быстро.Лаконично. Учитесь, дорогие мэры
about 3 hours ago

LaineyDavies: #AskBoris. What sort of music do you like to listen
to and are you a secret fan of a group/band/singer??
about 3 hours ago

GavinJuniper: “@MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects come
good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris"The what?
about 3 hours ago

veldt35: RT @NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on from the
paralympics how have you improved housing and transport for
disabled Londoners? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

haroldHammond: @MayorofLondon what do you think of the
shock the mighty Notts County gave to Liverpool?! #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

d_iosan: @MayorofLondon What would you say is London's
greatest achievement & greatest failure? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

theNewsfox: #AskBoris Did your love of cycling come from all
that peddling myths on the Times?
about 3 hours ago

CllrRockyGill: @MayorofLondon @ironjunkie_92 #askboris What
improvements in Barking station? New district line trains? Extra
bus capacity? #No5
about 3 hours ago

Cde_Huruva: Can you give me a recommendation, I want to join
the Bullingdon Club! #askboris
about 3 hours ago

fairbairn77: @MayorofLondon what shampoo do you use?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

alexg05: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

OhdaHarrison: @MayorofLondon what's the first thing you think
about everyday? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

JoeyHigham: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for
taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

daisy_ellisx: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

entershakira321: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

laurakatew: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

aforbesyy: @MayorofLondon can you wish my friend @franksy95
and supporter of you a happy birthday today #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MathMorrison: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris #Perkins How do you
think Barnsley will get on this season in the Championship?
about 3 hours ago

NarryStyless: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris best advice for a
graduate wanting to move to London?
about 3 hours ago

easy_1999: @MayorofLondon would you ever wear a half and
half scarf ? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

_SlideeAway: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

gracearthurr: @MayorofLondon north london harrow has very
minimal street lights. Its scary to walk after 8 in winter.who shld
v contact?council?#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TimBrienza: RT @MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects come
good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris @LukeN…
about 3 hours ago

Gamb1993: RT @gemmajadeeee: #AskBoris my boyfriend
wouldn't let me name my cat after you, does this make you as
upset as me. @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

parkon7726: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris What's your stance on
Twerking?
about 3 hours ago

rebeccaisobel: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

coleyisalegend: RT @MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects
come good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris @LukeN…
about 3 hours ago

EdDavie: @mayoroflondon Why does the City of London get
double the per head public health money of boroughs with
much worse problems? #askBoris
about 3 hours ago

shamimablake: @MayorofLondon what's your best advice on
finding a husband at uni. Obviously not there to do a degree.
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Spaadge: @MayorofLondon #askboris have there been any
prosecutions of reckless cyclists during your tenure, and are
there any plans to control them?
about 3 hours ago

TedLBlack: RT @ge0_ff: #AskBoris have your initials ever caused
you embarrassment?
about 3 hours ago

G3M01: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks we
are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket parks
by 2015
about 3 hours ago

leogowing23: @MayorofLondon is there a chance of a London
Grand Prix in the not too distant future? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

alangolds: @MayorofLondon when will we be able to use Oyster
outside of Greater London ? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

snevetsnitram: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

IeKaVa: Iedvesmai @nilushakov | RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here
and ready for your questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/GFbNr3DmDC
about 3 hours ago

TedLBlack: RT @Neilthody: #askboris any news on when we
might expect to see air conditioning across the underground
network. Limited to the new trains…
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: Carry on on @talklondon: talk.london.gov.uk MT
@MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for taking part - more
#AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

anderson_ollie: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

elmurf5: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

RaveCat: @MayorofLondon why are the new buses so ugly?!
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

coleyisalegend: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Gavllen: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon where are we with aircon
tube trains?
about 3 hours ago

Billy_Fleet: @MayorofLondon if you could be any super hero, who
would you be? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TheUnknownBaker: RT @sirtopnotch2013: @TheUnknownBaker
@MayorofLondon what does squibble di wibble di wibbledy
mean #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

perplexinglee: @MayorofLondon @perplexinglee: Why spend so
much money on symfonix? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

LolaxLou: Fish & Chips or Pie Mash? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

PLomax91: @MayorofLondon which came first the chicken or
the egg? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

nickland: Boooooo!!!!! Bring back #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
what was the worst question today?
about 3 hours ago

nickdoublet: @MayorofLondon what's you're favourite colour &
when u gonna ban the rip off death trap rickshaws ?!! #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

lukejamesrich: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

IanTX1Gooner: QT“@MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for
taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.” Dodged
the Rickshaws question again
about 3 hours ago

Roseboots2: RT @charlie29122012: #AskBoris bereaved parents
have to wait 12 months or more for counselling and there is no
after package available what…
about 3 hours ago

chanttellePtgod: @MayorofLondon #askboris why won't u tweet
me?
about 3 hours ago

dornerk: @MayorofLondon What do you think about Dave's
Twitter "malfunctions" in recent days? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

jbarfoot23: @MayorofLondon I #AskBoris to bugger off
about 3 hours ago

lukecalder123: #askboris @MayorofLondon I challenge you to a
tennis match!
about 3 hours ago

APjoinsthecrowd: @MayorofLondon #askboris what's your
favourite subway?
about 3 hours ago

birdwebb: @MayorofLondon #askboris .@RSPBLondon Will you
know anything about bio-threats to London's trees then?
about 3 hours ago

Microsoft_UK_: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for
taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

Microsoft_UK_: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are
on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

rainbowlollies: @MayorofLondon what are your thoughts on the
closure of #whitechapel ticket office? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

GrahamCauley: #askboris when are you going to put ninja
gnomes on the underground?
about 3 hours ago

SamuelCoop: @MayorofLondon are we likely to see you score any
more 3 pointers in the near future? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

blessbury: RT @jadams121: #askboris @MayorofLondon Would
you consider erecting a monument of yourself? To make London
look cooler.
about 3 hours ago

maidstoneonbike: RT @PrimlyStable: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
Did you read the cable car contract before TfL signed it?
about 3 hours ago

paddymolloy_: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

lamediamonds: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon why is an oyster
card called an oyster card?? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

DanBalment: @MayorofLondon how long until your running the
country ? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

RhysCardiff93: @MayorofLondon what is the highlight of your
life? surely rugby tackling the German in a charity football game
is high up there #askboris
about 3 hours ago

aforbesyy: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn afternoon i
yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to world cup
#askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

gammyhandinit: @MayorofLondon I see you avoided my
question. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

CllrRockyGill: @MayorofLondon @KatMartindale #askboris What
about housing at #BarkingRiverside & using GLA land banks in
East London? @lbbdcouncil
about 3 hours ago

morganjury: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

drxwsdelevingne: @MayorofLondon #askboris what are your
thoughts on Justin bieber?
about 3 hours ago

MarcWhiffen: @MayorofLondon with the redevelopment of Earls
Court planned, what will London do for a central exhibition
venue? #askboris

about 3 hours ago

bitoclass: #askboris @MayorofLondon Why are you wasting time
answering questions about films and sport instead of using the
time on Qs about your job?
about 3 hours ago

tomjfleet: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

JaackEvans: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris can you do a skydive
please
about 3 hours ago

FloNosegbe: RT @CllrButt: @MayorofLondon Why do you think
it’s acceptable to hike fares whilst closing ticket offices across
Brent? #AskBoris #GreatT…
about 3 hours ago

doofydafus: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Comments of England
cricketers weeing on famous London sporting venue?
about 3 hours ago

franciscrot: RT @MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects come
good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris @LukeN…
about 3 hours ago

nligasacchi: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

SeanMicallef: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn
afternoon i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to
world cup #askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

jbarfoot23: @MayorofLondon is there times the Barclays Bikes
open and close couldn't get one at 4am the other day.
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

kissing_fire: Got to wait until September for more #askboris, my
heart aches </3
about 3 hours ago

worthycab: “@IanTX1Gooner: @MayorofLondon when are you
going to clamp down on illegal & dangerous rickshaws? Also the
ripped off customers” #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for
taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

d_iosan: @MayorofLondon Will the trend of building
"unaffordable" apartments next to deprived estates continue or?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

annamayb: What are your plans to improve the safety on
junctions across London, such as the Tulse Hill gyratory?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

aj_burnham: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

MarcusBayona: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

MrAshleyCoghlan: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks
for taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

rory0496: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Is it true you turned
down the role to be the new batman ?
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects come
good by delivering jobs and growth - and confounding the
gloomadon poppers #askboris @LukeN…

about 3 hours ago

FfionEHughes: @MayorofLondon are you going to have to give
up your twitter handle when one day you are no longer mayor of
london #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

BeauPasti: @MayorofLondon. Do you really love hobnobs??
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

Dobbo_2000: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Where's your favourite
Tube Station ??
about 3 hours ago

Mozkovich: RT @MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for
taking part there'll be another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

maxxeymillian: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn
afternoon i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to
world cup #askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

ashlaar62: .@MayorofLondon have you and David Cameron ever
noshed each other off? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

drxwsdelevingne: @MayorofLondon I know you're the mayor,
but please please please follow me? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Chelseaaxoxx: @MayorofLondon Ever considered becoming
Prime Minister ? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

DTMTUK: @MayorofLondon Do you think
drugtestmyteenuk.co.uk is a good idea;) #askboris
about 3 hours ago

benjiheath89: @MayorofLondon Would you ever replicate your
basketball trick-shot if you ran for Prime Minister? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

JohnsonMFC: RT @DoubleDenimDave: #askboris Any chance of
South London getting the Tube? Seems like your bias towards
the needs of North London
about 3 hours ago

RhiordMSYP: @MayorOfLondon is it true after Skyfall's bright
blond villain we shall see you in Bond 24? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

mattsmith251100: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris will you join
#JoinThePorkSide
about 3 hours ago

lisaiow71: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris HELP Sulivan school keep
their vegetable garden before its bulldozed &given to free sch
@SaveOurSulivan
about 3 hours ago

ecdp: RT @NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on from the
paralympics how have you improved housing and transport for
disabled Londoners? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

owenramshay2: #AskBoris how do you look after your hair?
about 3 hours ago

raashiC: RT @ElectricManny: #AskBoris Show me how you get
down?
about 3 hours ago

benfrussell: RT @YerAWizardChris: @MayorofLondon what
conditioner do you use? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

sirtopnotch2013: @TheUnknownBaker @MayorofLondon what
does squibble di wibble di wibbledy mean #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

moreton_bailey: Favourite band #AskBoris

about 3 hours ago

MrAshleyCoghlan: @MayorofLondon is there going to be more
bike shelters/parks when around towns and cities when all the
cycle lanes are done? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

burnzi92: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Samszc: @MayorofLondon #askboris why don't university
students receive the same 16-18 old discounts on travel despite
being in full time education?
about 3 hours ago

vanbadham: RT @GregRandall1: MT“@MayorofLondon: Just a
reminder that I'll be starting #AskBoris in just over 30 minutes,
pls send in your questions" Y…
about 3 hours ago

justthelivster: @MayorofLondon if you could have any other job
what would it be? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

elliott_smith98: RT @LukeNuke98: @MayorofLondon What's the
best part of being Mayor? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

DanimalDDavies: I see that you're following me, and I was
wondering what your favourite tweet of mine was? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

eyeatesy: @MayorofLondon How do you feel about Monday
mornings? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

melissaquayle: RT @MayorofLondon: our new lane rental scheme
covers 200 miles of London already - reducing delays by 33 per
cent - more to come #askboris …
about 3 hours ago

ash6037: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris have you ever had the
pleasure to meet Benedict Cumberbatch or Tom Hiddleston?
@twhiddleston
about 3 hours ago

RichardDBeale: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon Are we really ready
for another war?
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: finally seeing projects come good by delivering
jobs and growth - and confounding the gloomadon poppers
#askboris @LukeNuke98
about 3 hours ago

HasanMulla: @MayorofLondon #askboris even though your the
mayor of London, your responsible for the TFL. Are you going to
make big future plans for TFL?
about 3 hours ago

Mung10: @MayorofLondon Ideas for Northern Ireland? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

DominicRoyffe: @MayorofLondon any more zip wire events
planned soon Boris #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @LukeNuke98: @MayorofLondon What's the
best part of being Mayor? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Jonesovic: @MayorofLondon Is it true you are installing Chorley
as the new capital city of England instead of London? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

lewisisjokes: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

MikeRoberts5963: @MayorofLondon In an extreme situation with
no viable alternatives would you rather eat poison ivy or a
handful of bumblebees? #AskBoris

about 3 hours ago

willistaylor97: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

micktbarnard: RT @uvibesohard: #AskBoris how come I love you
and hate you at the same time?
about 3 hours ago

drxwsdelevingne: @MayorofLondon #askboris what's the best
part of being the mayor of London?
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: That's all folks! Thanks for taking part there'll be
another #AskBoris in September.
about 3 hours ago

kissing_fire: @MayorofLondon Opinion on Peter Capaldi as the
new Doctor? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

96joshwilkinson: @MayorofLondon are you glad to see 'twerk' in
the English dictionary? Also, have you twerked yet?#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

willistaylor97: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

kenmevans: Politicians, especially our own in CAN, should take a
cue from Boris Johnson's frequent #askboris twitter chats.
Genuine civic engagement
about 3 hours ago

ElectricManny: #AskBoris My friend Jonny is involved in some
serious drug related incidence, now he's trying to join a gang!
what shall I do?
about 3 hours ago

BusyLizziex: @MayorofLondon will you marry me? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

whiteley_lydie: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for your
questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
about 3 hours ago

faureleo: @MayorofLondon are we going to see you at a
@London_Lions match at the Copper Box this year? #Askboris
about 3 hours ago

luc7m: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

holliemanning93: @MayorofLondon will you marry me?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

RobGriffiths92: #AskBoris how many shots of jäger can you do in
a row without chundering? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

JamesHenry92: @MayorofLondon Doing a dissertation on the
gentrification of Elephant & Castle - will E&C be gentrified in the
near future? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

RothwellVics: @MayorofLondon What are you doing about the
grossly unfair thresholds of stamp duty crippling London 1st
time buyers? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

rosscollins90: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris boris why are you
such a legend ?
about 3 hours ago

louisacocky: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn afternoon
i yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to world cup
#askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

Kate_McDonnell: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

joshualane92: @MayorofLondon why isit so easy for non British
citizens w/ no jobs to get a flat yet working British citizens have
to wait 5yrs+ #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

michael200190: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
about 3 hours ago

alastairkirkby: @MayorofLondon Boris, are you currently writing
another book? I have enjoyed both your fiction and non-fiction
work. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jokerjonny: @MayorofLondon why are you closing down London
Fire stations? They are needed to reduce response time and save
lives #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jo82: @jo82: @MayorofLondon I live near blackpool what's your
top tip for visiting London #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

lamediamonds: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon fish and chips or pie
and mash??????????????????? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

edwardbranfield: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new
fresh socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

DanielGosbee: @MayorofLondon what football team do you
support? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ohlookitsjess_: Trying to think of something deep to #askboris
but coming up short
about 3 hours ago

sakaryanihan: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

dancatt25: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

BradKirsopp: @MayorofLondon whats your opinion on Miley
Cyrus? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

sakaryanihan: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

jadams121: #askboris @MayorofLondon Would you consider
erecting a monument of yourself? To make London look cooler.
about 3 hours ago

seerat_singh: @MayorofLondon When can Londoners get
affording houses as the average deposit is still £60k. Govt
scheme not helping people #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

conZ_is_awesome: @MayorofLondon converses or vanz ?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

colchestereagle: #AskBoris How can we get the buses moving
quicker? I loathe the tube but 40 mins from Liv St to Oxford
Circus is a joke. @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

coleyisalegend: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops
fining light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are
on to you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

DannyP081: @MayorofLondon speaking of rugby, do you forsee
a time when 'the ball will come loose from the back of the
scrum, so to speak'? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

SargetheMedic: #AskBoris what colour Power Ranger do you
prefer?
about 3 hours ago

LewisRoberts10: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

stevezacharanda: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Do you love swans
in London's parks? If should something be done about rising
number killed by dangerous dogs?
about 3 hours ago

Charj_C: RT @MayorofLondon: london's olympic legacy is the
best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east london
! #askboris @i_own_a_…
about 3 hours ago

alismith1995: #askBoris hot fuzz or top gun?
about 3 hours ago

LiamBradley1994: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for
your questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
about 3 hours ago

Amrit_Kaur4: @MayorofLondon what music do you like?
Anything that may surprise us? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

RichardDBeale: RT “@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley. Hero
about 3 hours ago

kissing_fire: @MayorofLondon how do you feel war with Syria
would benefit London? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

excelsiormalta: RT @micagius: Need a holiday @MayorofLondon?
Visit Malta..heres a photo I took of our beautiful beaches :)
#AskBoris #malta #travel http://…
about 3 hours ago

ConorNaughtonDJ: @MayorofLondon Do you think london will
ever host the Olympic Games again? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

whatsernameT: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris PLEASE HELP THIS
PETITION! "Petition to stop the church in Nash Mills being turned
into a mosque" Facebook group!
about 3 hours ago

HannahLLawrence: RT @NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on
from the paralympics how have you improved housing and
transport for disabled Londoners? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

mitchlawley: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

PeterWReynolds: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Martin_Abrams: RT @MayorofLondon: ridership has risen
inexorably and we must fund improvements to tube, roads and
buses #askboris @ironjunkie_92
about 3 hours ago

N_1_C_K_F: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris do you see an NFL
franchise in London in the next ten years?
about 3 hours ago

DanBrownPT: @MayorofLondon Anne widecome, tessa jowell,
Samantha Cameron..fuck one, marry one, kill one? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Martin_Abrams: RT @ironjunkie_92: #AskBoris if you want more

people to use public transport why have you raised the prices?
Used to be 40p for bus now £2.…
about 3 hours ago

dreamyqueeny: RT @STEPHsowersby: How are you helping to
eradicate with inequalites between london youth and raise
aspirations? @MayorofLondon #askboris
about 3 hours ago

BBCPropaganda: RT @HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black
teenagers continuously stabbing and shooting each other why is
racial profiling by police wrong?
about 3 hours ago

raashiC: RT @jastafarii: #AskBoris would you risk it for a
chocolate biscuit?
about 3 hours ago

TIB3105: @MayorofLondon any more news on London's new
airport? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

mark_jerman: #askboris why did englend not pick tremlett at
the oval?
about 3 hours ago

TimPHodges: @MayorofLondon Why are Overground stations eg
Haggerston that have been open less than 2yrs closing for
platforms to be extended? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Atikur_: @MayorofLondon are you a breast man or an ass man
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

RowdeyTurkey: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

DavidgeC: @MayorofLondon do you still laugh at the your spear
challenge on Maurizio Gaudino? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

greengooner79: @MayorofLondon If you were told to remove
The Union Flag from all public buildings in London how would
you feel? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

her_welshness: @MayorofLondon #askboris It's my Birthday
today, recommend a good restaurant on the south bank?
about 3 hours ago

antonydunn: @MayorofLondon if you could have any
superpower what would it be? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops fining
light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are on to
you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

BigAmbition: @MayorofLondon what technological invention do
you wish you created and why? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

adinnieken: @mayoroflondon #askboris why are you closing
Downham Fire Station: your own figures show how dangerous
this will be for vulnerable people?
about 3 hours ago

jmbstott: RT @MayorofLondon: looking at dlr and bakerloo
extensions but govt needs to bring us in on south east rail
franchise #askboris @sianloutier…
about 3 hours ago

WorldSports_Fan: If you could change one thing or one rule in
football, what would it be? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

BeeHewtweet: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris have you got a
message of congrats 4 @TeamGBR European SJ and Dressage
medallists? Luck 2 eventers @MalmoEventing ?
about 3 hours ago

Sticklefoot: #AskBoris where do you get your hair cut?
about 3 hours ago

philverney: @MayorofLondon lots of new developments going
up, but few seem affordable. E.g. Barratt have one near me.
Prices start at 650k... #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

PassageCharity: RT @jamesdavidsmith: @MayorofLondon How
are you planning to help the rising number of homeless people
in London? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

McLean86: @MayorofLondon Which do you prefer Boris? The left
twix or the right twix? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Chelseaaxoxx: @MayorofLondon Do you watch Casualtyy?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Stoobie1964: “@MayorofLondon: #askboris we are going to
plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket parks by 2015”<can't afford flowers in #Derby #cuts
about 3 hours ago

danny_mcneillie: @MayorofLondon is Boris a good name for a
Pug? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

shelleykiff: @MayorofLondon What are your thoughts on the
crisis in #Syria ? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Baynesi83: @MayorofLondon will you be attending any rugby
league wold cup matches in oct/nov @RLWC2013 #askboris
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: RT @LukeNuke98: @MayorofLondon What's the
best part of being Mayor? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

nwwilson: @MayorofLondon #askboris What's the chances of
you becoming an MP again? Love to see you challenging
Cameron for leadership. He is a joke.
about 3 hours ago

thefenjamin: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

nickland: @MayorofLondon what's your favourite tube line?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MyChemicAli: @MayorofLondon Who's your favorite punk rock
band? Is it fall out boy? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

DantheManBelfas: @MayorofLondon ketchup or brown on a
bacon sarnie?#askboris
about 3 hours ago

ElectricManny: #AskBoris Show me how you get down?
about 3 hours ago

CiaranOS_: RT @MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops fining
light jumpers in Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are on to
you folks #askboris @kgrua…
about 3 hours ago

benstanton88: @MayorofLondon What advice would you give to
those people would like to get involved in their local political
party? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

SultanOfSudan: RT @roleymoley1: @MayorofLondon I am going
to name my child boris regardless of it's gender do you approve
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

alastairkirkby: @MayorofLondon Boris, who do you think will win

the Australian election? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Joanna_Armour: @MayorofLondon what do u order at nandos
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

zakgondal: @MayorofLondon is not under construction building
next to your office going to overshadow historic view of tower
bridge,?#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

sarahdgill1: @MayorofLondon @NAS_Anna_ ah but is it
affordable & accessible housing? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

vavavoooom14: @MayorofLondon #askboris can you ask Arsene
Wenger to sign some players urgently! thanks
about 3 hours ago

victoriaparkey: How do you feel about twerking
@MayorofLondon? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

_Jampot: @MayorofLondon can we have a couple more public
loos in central London please? Thanks #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Clough95: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

ElusiveTortoise: @MayorofLondon do you like cats? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Ryan_Harper1: @MayorofLondon how do you think UKBA should
change the rules to allow more Australians and New Zealanders
to gain work permits? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

serenadn: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

JacobJwhite3: @MayorofLondon If you became PM, would Dave
be in your cabinet? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TomLav: @MayorofLondon Are you free next week? I could give
you a guided tour of Sunderland, maybe a night on the lash too?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

maestroleeuk: #AskBoris recently spent time in Holland.Not so
sure they have it right on cycling.Safer for cyclists,but not for
pedestrians.Thoughts?
about 3 hours ago

PMihos: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on from
the paralympics how have you improved housing and transport
for disabled Londoners? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

NicholasByard: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

isobelkeeley: @MayorofLondon how do you keep your hair so
light and fluffy? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

bigsharpzz: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91
Well done England & Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that
England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

TomGalanis: Boris, if you could rename any sport, what would it
be and what would you call it? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91
Well done England & Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that
England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

NairnMcD: @MayorofLondon Do you ever see the congestion
charge being removed from London #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

harryfox21: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris What football team do
you support? Can you confirm reports you're a Barnsley fan?
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: the other day saw cops fining light jumpers in
Holborn - sight to gladden heart. we are on to you folks
#askboris @kgruane
about 3 hours ago

ihzasli: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

ljhearson: RT @MayorofLondon: i want oyster everywhere but
new tech means we can move straight to bank cards #askboris
@DaisyfDunn @StandpointMag @JA…
about 3 hours ago

HadjiPes: @MayorofLondon natural or are you a peroxide blonde?
London's citizens have the right to know! #BlondesHaveMoreFun
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LeosDiaries: @mayoroflondon #bemoredog or #bemorecat?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

Moosey_P: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

NessElver: @MayorofLondon #askboris can I come with you, if
you get a ticket?
about 3 hours ago

BenAshcroft27: @MayorofLondon what type of bike do you ride
Boris? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

bigsharpzz: @MayorofLondon #askboris what is your favourite
bit of manchester p.s you should run for primeminister
#boris4pm
about 3 hours ago

RDDassassin: @MayorofLondon if x = 37 and y = 28 what it the
weight of the sun? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ihzasli: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris Why do
all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

amymayweir: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris How do you get your
hair so soft and shiny?
about 3 hours ago

JasaronBajwa: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Favourite thing about
London?
about 3 hours ago

Murnzie: @NAS_Anna_ @MayorofLondon I think Anna wants you
to answer the question, not retweet it! #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

RyanBoehm: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

YerAWizardChris: @MayorofLondon what conditioner do you use?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

astrocait: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

pawprintnicki: @MayorofLondon come and visit Suffolk for the
day, have u been before? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

GamalielRatsey: Who would win in an arm wrestle between you
and Cameron? You, right? Cameron looks like a pussy to me.
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

RandomlyLondon: @MayorofLondon Long shot but any chance
of a mention of my walking the tube randomlylondon.com/done/
for @Bowel_Cancer_UK #AskBoris #longshot
about 3 hours ago

garfieldfowler: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris you ever considered
shaving off that Buffon?
about 3 hours ago

PrimeAlistair: @MayorofLondon is the legacy of the Olympic
games living up to the expectations set? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MikeRoberts5963: @MayorofLondon How has Antonio Banderas
kept his hair looking that constantly wet since 1996? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

ILikeSpursDaily: #AskBoris team you support
about 3 hours ago

JHastings22: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

ItsEllie123: @MayorofLondon Why did you say the Olympic
stadium had been rubbed with beetroot? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jleahy14: @MayorofLondon what is your view on the current
situation in Syria and what should be done? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

lisa01403: @MayorofLondon Is it true Earls court is going to
knocked down? :-( where on earth would ideal home shows be
placed? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

CakeFilling: RT @WhatsGuanine_: #AskBoris Will you marry me?
about 3 hours ago

_mantonia_: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

CC_0307: Boris' #askboris are always entertainment, enough
serious mixed with an adequate amount of light-heartedness.
about 3 hours ago

theNewsfox: #AskBoris Are you the kingpin of a hair theft crime
syndicate?
about 3 hours ago

eloisedb: #askboris what is your opinion on using wasted land to
grow produce for the public to eat & build sense of community?
about 3 hours ago

qudoos99: #AskBoris Are u doing something for this looting rent
market?? Where estate agents are ripping off desperate tenants!
?
about 3 hours ago

HLinehan7: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris when can Kensington &
Chelsea expect to see boris bikes introduced?
about 3 hours ago

churchy2011: @MayorofLondon when are you giving Daniel
Levy the cash to start building our new ground? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

JamesABlundell: @MayorofLondon #askboris What is your
favourite musical song or piece (Any genre)
about 3 hours ago

lukebessant_: @MayorofLondon how are you so awesome?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

JamesBlackman72: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

conor_gallogly: @MayorofLondon Will we ever see you as PM or is
London big enough? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

GeodesicDragon: #AskBoris Why are you so great?
about 3 hours ago

Mozkovich: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Any chance of you
running for parliament? (Run in Enfield and you've got my vote!)
about 3 hours ago

rickyn7: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris with the new trees will
there be a programme to introduce Wolves back into the
London wild?
about 3 hours ago

NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon although some accessibility
improvements when will TfL make the system accessible for
people w autism? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

mat_would: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91
Well done England & Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that
England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

bitoclass: #askBoris @MayorofLondon Why did you say on
#c4news you'd make sure all Crossrail stations had step-free
access, when they won't?
about 3 hours ago

diddledkaty: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

DaveDotGov: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks
we are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket
parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

drucanavan: @MayorofLondon whats your thoughts on cannabis
laws in the uk? outdated? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

BG_Benjamin: @MayorofLondon #askboris when are you getting
rid of speed bumps in south east London??
about 3 hours ago

Microsoft_UK_: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@Josephsavage91 Well done England & Alastair Cook @warne888 get that England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

Microsoft_UK_: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

HopsonMatt: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

BeulahD: @MayorofLondon what is your favourite colour Boris?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

BeanyJim: Peter Capaldi as the new Doctor, your thoughts?
@MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Karlbroph: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

dontcallmefred: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

craigwilliams_1: @MayorofLondon Can you get back to work and
stop messing about on Twitter? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

tom_worden9: @MayorofLondon will England win the next world
cup? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

daveasaurus_: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris tea or coffee? And
which brand is your favourite?
about 3 hours ago

angelique2067: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@Josephsavage91 Well done England & Alastair Cook @warne888 get that England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

Jonesovic: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Alex1995Lfc: @MayorofLondon you say the legacy of the
olympics but how are you working to deal with debts being dealt
with by the taxpayer? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

alexsimpson99: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Boobs or Bum?
about 3 hours ago

chanttellePtgod: #askboris what do u think of ur fan being a
scouser and having the same light ash hair as u?
@MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

CllrButt: @MayorofLondon Why do you think it’s acceptable to
hike fares whilst closing ticket offices across Brent? #AskBoris
#GreatToryTrainRobbey
about 3 hours ago

MisterRidley: @MayorofLondon where is Boris Bikes located?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jtdolph: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

_TomByrne_: #AskBoris Is there any reason that the London
overground can't run a limited service through the night?
about 3 hours ago

LiamH1993: @mayoroflondon What is your opinion on
mayonnaise? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ElectricManny: #AskBoris Do you play kabaddi?
about 3 hours ago

natters91: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

piggy_pig007: @MayorofLondon #askboris what brand of soap
powder do you use :)
about 3 hours ago

gammyhandinit: @MayorofLondon What do you think about
increasing rail prices - but decline in service? Trains
running/cancelled etc #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

flackgeorge: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91
Well done England & Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that
England shirt on...

about 3 hours ago

teddiestringer: @MayorofLondon Do you like sprouts? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

imogenrosamund: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris What shampoo
and hair conditioner do you use?
about 3 hours ago

alicekryan: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris For exactly how long
should an egg be boiled?
about 3 hours ago

dontcallmefred: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

CharlieRiggall: @MayorofLondon Will you be coming to the
Rugby League World Cup @RLWC2013 this Autumn??
@England_RL have a good chance! #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MrDVine: @MayorofLondon What is the best band to come out of
London? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: just launched a new scheme for accessible
housing and i am insisting all Crossrail stations have step free
access #askboris @NAS_Anna_
about 3 hours ago

RideLondon: Hi Boris! @MayorofLondon What was your favourite
personal moment from the first Prudential RideLondon?
#AskBoris #PruRL2013
about 3 hours ago

skirbi: @MayorofLondon can you make it legal for me to kick
people of buses or trains for smelling of BO at 7am. It's sickening
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

OllieThorpe97: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris When will you
introduce a policy that bans it from raining?
about 3 hours ago

sakaryanihan: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks
we are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket
parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

Mozkovich: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Why do you think
London is the best city in the world?
about 3 hours ago

BlainePJones5: @MayorofLondon what shampoo do you use?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

lvh76: @MayorofLondon any advice you'd like to give our Mayor,
Rob Ford? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Samszc: @MayorofLondon #askboris why is travel so much more
expensive for 16-18 year olds compared to 11-15? do they
suddenly all have jobs?
about 3 hours ago

Josephsavage91: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@Josephsavage91 Well done England & Alastair Cook @warne888 get that England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

RobGriffiths92: #AskBoris if you and Dave ask Cleggy to put the
kettle on does he have to do it? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

TheUncannyZac: Have you ever considered appearing in Doctor
Who? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

oharding23: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Aarron_NUFC: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

nwwilson: #askboris Boris is there any chance you'll go back to
being an MP? Would love to see you challenging Cameron for the
leadership.
about 3 hours ago

BigAmbition: @MayorofLondon what is your favourite device and
why? for e.g Smartphone, iPad etc #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ladylibertina: @MayorofLondon the UK.My qualifications are
Greek as i have studied here. Thank u for your trouble #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LadyEmmaWatson: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Chelseaaxoxx: @MayorofLondon Favourite TV programme?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

AwesomeisEd: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Mung10: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

charlie29122012: #AskBoris bereaved parents have to wait 12
months or more for counselling and there is no after package
available what can u do about this?
about 3 hours ago

ShepStreets: @MayorofLondon do you have any views on
tourism tax? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LukeNuke98: @MayorofLondon What's the best part of being
Mayor? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

FloatingHeadDr: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Zomalo: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

samvjones: @MayorofLondon am I alone in thinking we get value
for money from transport in London - any chance of an NFC
Oyster App? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

flaming_nora: RT @Iankershaw: .@MayorofLondon are you really
'a nasty piece of work'? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

STEPHsowersby: Boris your new buses need aircon and windows
sort it out! #borisbus #roastmaster #dying @MayorofLondon
http://t.co/CVyEcGg2Wq #askboris
about 3 hours ago

CC_0307: @MayorofLondon how do you feel the Scotland fans
represented themselves in London last month? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

JamesKemsley: RT @MayorofLondon: #AskBoris @F_McCullough
spaghetti, meatballs and late night cheese from the fridge!
about 3 hours ago

JoeyHigham: @MayorofLondon Beyonce or Rihanna? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

SaveOurScrubs: @MayorofLondon #askBoris Agree re #OldOak
but yr proposal would unnecssarily destroy Scrubs Wood #LNR
#wildlondon http://t.co/JJgSRgd1qK
about 3 hours ago

JamieBaxter24: @MayorofLondon what's the top speed you've
reached on a Boris Bike? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

SirCharlesXVIII: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

cerys_emma: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91
Well done England & Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that
England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

scotty_hobson: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Does ignoring my
question mean that there are not then?
about 3 hours ago

AFCWNico: @MayorofLondon When will magic carpets be
introduced into the transport system? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

McMillanLizzie: @MayorofLondon Vauxhall Cross is so dangerous
for cars,bikes+pedestrians!Pls can something be done?Are there
plans to redesign it?#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TylerWilliam98: @MayorofLondon Who do you think will win the
world cup? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

JoshuaHart78: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

jackegerrard: @MayorofLondon what do you think of the new
Eminem single? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: RT @NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on
from the paralympics how have you improved housing and
transport for disabled Londoners? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jameswh73: @MayorofLondon will you run for Tory leadership?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

kgruane: @MayorofLondon when will safe cyclists be enforced?
Helmets,high viz,lights,not jumping red lights or cycling on the
pavement etc? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

chanttellePtgod: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris don't u think its
better to spend more money on things needed and cutting
down tax or gas or public transport
about 3 hours ago

VivaLaTom91: @MayorofLondon do you like heavy metal?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

MrDVine: @MayorofLondon What is the best - and what is the
worst/most in need of improvement - place in London?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ScotHawtin: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

mrpotholeuk: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon Do you have to
swerve to avoid many potholes on your bike?
about 3 hours ago

simonjamesd: @MayorofLondon #askboris what car do you
drive? Govt issue Jag?
about 3 hours ago

mickylad13: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris weren't the olympics
meant to benefit the whole country?? Ya realise a northern city
woulda done a better job
about 3 hours ago

lamediamonds: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris do you like pie and

mash??????????????
about 3 hours ago

PrimlyStable: @MayorOfLondon #AskBoris Do you think it's
approriate for Govt sources to call the leader of the opposition a
"c**t"?
about 3 hours ago

qudoos99: RT @Mozkovich: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
Anything you can do to lower property prices/rent in inner
London i.e. islington?
about 3 hours ago

Blacklist_Drums: @MayorofLondon whats your favourite type of
music? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

katienycg: Do you think the private sector (fitness industries)
should be doing more to improve public health? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jimmythereach: @MayorofLondon What do you think of the
London Parks charging to play sport? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

eyeatesy: @MayorofLondon Rugby or football?? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ConorJenner: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Frosty_Potter89: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@Josephsavage91 Well done England & Alastair Cook @warne888 get that England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

timmr002: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

PierreCullen5: @MayorofLondon Do you like celery? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ReeceClark2: @MayorofLondon How do I get my hair to be as
amazing as yours? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

jamesmullan_: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

CraigSnowdon: @MayorofLondon any chance of a fast service
between highbury and gunnersbury? The overground is great
but it has so many stops.... #askboris
about 3 hours ago

BradleyWheal: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

LennyMike: @MayorofLondon why haven't you made an
appearance on Russell Howard's good news? @russellhoward
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

YerAWizardChris: @MayorofLondon when lightning strikes the
sea why don't all the fish die? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MyChemicAli: @MayorofLondon Boris why do you follow me is it
because I'm great? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

NormsITFC: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris what's your favourite
sandwich?
about 3 hours ago

jessdwi: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

BuddyLovesmith: RT @jfmacd: @MayorofLondon #askboris who
do you think would win out of a gorilla and a polar bear?
#hottopic
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: #askboris @Josephsavage91 Well done England
& Alastair Cook - @warne888 get that England shirt on...
about 3 hours ago

garethphil: Do you ever play sport? If so what do you enjoy
most? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

NinMisseldine: @MayorofLondon: Big fan of you here at Pluris
recruitment. Will you come and cuddle us and tell us everything
will be okay? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Mozkovich: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Who does your weave?
about 3 hours ago

Ed_BigMac: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon - Squirtle, Charmander
or Bulbasaur?
about 3 hours ago

BurkeyNG: @MayorofLondon How's ur day going? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

d_iosan: @MayorofLondon Do you think London should have its
own wealth fund. Invest/buy businesses. Use profits as a means
to lower tax #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TrainDriverIan: @MayorofLondon Does the train fire last week
have any bearing on your plans to do away with guards on the
overground network? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LedleyLegend: @MayorofLondon Who's your favourite Tropic
Thunder character Boris? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

alastairkirkby: @MayorofLondon Boris, what is your favourite city
in Australia? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

shimostar: #askboris @MayorofLondon any comment or views
on the leaked document to the Evening Standard about Ticket
Office closures on the tube?
about 3 hours ago

fordvox: Being There @mitchlawley @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

bongobarry: @MayorofLondon is it time to make some of our
Central London roads two-wheeled only? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

_davegrowl_: @MayorofLondon what is actually wrong with you?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

HerbieGreen: @MayorofLondon Has your bum recovered from
the Ride London/Surrey 100 yet? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LaurenChelseaFC: @MayorofLondon Why are you so fabulous?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Chelseaaxoxx: @MayorofLondon Do you watch Casualty or
Holby? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

hayley_donald: @MayorofLondon Will you marry me? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ColbyJS: "@MayorofLondon i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley" CLEAN UP THE CITY
INSTEAD OF WASTING OUR TIME TWEETING BS
about 3 hours ago

robharris1069: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris are you coming over
to soho square at 1pm today to meet up with the kansi bike
crew ? Part of the cycling solution
about 3 hours ago

HappytobeTommy: #askboris with black teenagers continuously
stabbing and shooting each other why is racial profiling by
police wrong?
about 3 hours ago

moseleytom: @MayorofLondon #askboris What does the future
hold for the historic athletics stadium at Crystal Palace? Frozen
out by the Olympic stadium?
about 3 hours ago

samchallis89: @MayorofLondon what products do you use to
keep your hair in perfect condition? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Rathurlow: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

wheredidmollygo: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @Josephsavage91: @MayorofLondon what do
you think of England retaining the ashes? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

HadjiPes: @MayorofLondon what's your favourite thing about
London? Mine is the 09.11 train from Syon Lane to Richmond of
a Tuesday morning. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

HPerception: @MayorofLondon We're a group of teenagers who
are campaigning to get the media to report positive stories
about teens! RT please? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

DanielS_Schwarz: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder
has edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

BigAmbition: @MayorofLondon who are your biggest inspirations
and why? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

papalurchdxb: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

JosephRoberts1: @MayorofLondon what do you get up to when
your not in the office? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TheKoolKurd: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

5m1th3r: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

angelique2067: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

BernardoMF: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

SquidgyGoat: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Who's your favourite
Muppet?
about 3 hours ago

Callum_Li: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

GrumpyOldeDude: So how was you visit to Australia? We hear
you had a good time here. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

ROGERCLARKE72: RT @StuartMBarratt: #AskBoris Are you
having a medical at Spurs as well? #COYS
http://t.co/tT2FV3lwbQ
about 3 hours ago

georgegolding97: @MayorofLondon who's your most favourite
football player ever? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

BernardoMF: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

riversidecrew: @mitchlawley @MayorofLondon #askBoris Feta or
mozarella?
about 3 hours ago

chanttellePtgod: What's ur favourite programe?#AskBoris
@MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

__flosephine: What so I #askboris about the fact you have to be
a London uni student to get discount on tube and he RTs
someone's 'what's your fave film'
about 3 hours ago

JackAttack467: @mayoroflondon Would you ever consider stand
up comedy? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Justinian_II: "@MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley" you legend boris.
about 3 hours ago

JoeyOneBottle: @MayorofLondon Is the glass half empty or the
glass half full? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LouiseTalbot13: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris it's not a question
but i've been to London once and it was one of the best trips i've
been on!
about 3 hours ago

MrDforward: RT @BenAspinall12: #AskBoris have you ever, ever
felt like this? when strange things happen - are you going round
the twist?
about 3 hours ago

Ste_Freeman: RT @Josephsavage91: @MayorofLondon what do
you think of England retaining the ashes? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

dan1west: @MayorofLondon any plans to build a bridge between
Canary Wharf and Canada Water? would make cycling/walking in
far easier #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

tugwilsonrn: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

EddieisNo1: why are you such a good basketball player?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

fergie_lauren: @MayorofLondon what products do you use on
you hair to get that look? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TheGene_Genie: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

jakesh1993: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

alexhughes0: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

muzzarocks_eie: @MayorofLondon why has Wenger still not
spent any frigging money?? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

bitoclass: #askboris @MayorofLondon Projections show around
¼ DfT Ldn bus subsidy will be spent on New Bus non-conductors
after rollout. Good use of £?
about 3 hours ago

sjmccormack: RT @amymayweir: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
Can you build a disneyland?
about 3 hours ago

H_VARLEY: @MayorofLondon i havent heard a definitive answer
from any politician, what would you vote in the syria debate
today? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

talentcubed: RT @STEPHsowersby: How are you helping to
eradicate with inequalites between london youth and raise
aspirations? @MayorofLondon #askboris
about 3 hours ago

CC_0307: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

11emilyb: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

AmyZofiaBrooks: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@AmyZofiaBrooks we are going to plant up to 20k street trees
and 100 pocket parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

NigeHole: @MayorofLondon #askboris do you think that we
should be leading the charge into Syria or should we rely on
others to sort?
about 3 hours ago

BlakeleyEdd: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

CC_0307: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

iamkieranmurray: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris If you had it your
way completely, what would you change about London?
about 3 hours ago

vicdavies_: @MayorofLondon what happened to the bikes in
Stratford? I thought they were removed for the Olympics but
still gone a year on #askboris
about 3 hours ago

KieHoreEFC: @MayorofLondon egg or pegg? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

HausOfFox: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

mattiebowler: #askboris What would be the theme tune to your
life?
about 3 hours ago

rawrkittyx: What shampoo do you use @MayorofLondon to
achieve such a tousled mane? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

jljimenez: #GranCanaria RT "@MayorofLondon: i cycled round it
the other day and it's lovely - but old oak common is due for
regeneration! #askboris"
about 3 hours ago

emyygee: @Yorkie97 @MayorofLondon I'd put your face on the

cover on nuts magazine if I could #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Coxlin: @MayorofLondon And waht's your favourite video game?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

eyeatesy: @MayorofLondon Why can't we have Boris bikes
everywhere? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

danny_mcneillie: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

R_Wizzle88: @MayorofLondon what's your favourite type of egg?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

jamesccook: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

Tengushee: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

lucy_whufc: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Euann_Wilsonn: @MayorofLondon Are you jesus? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

zoejrobinson: RT @gemmajadeeee: #AskBoris my boyfriend
wouldn't let me name my cat after you, does this make you as
upset as me. @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

abbi_mk94: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

AlPatterzon95: @MayorofLondon why are you such a don?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

OwainRoberts4: @OwainRoberts4 @mayoroflondon #askboris
about 3 hours ago

sirtopnotch2013: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon
#askboris Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

Lukaku_Strength: @MayorofLondon What Football team do you
support? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

astdoggseesit: #askboris I'm working on the PanAm Games for
Toronto 2015. What is your top lesson learned from London
2012?
about 3 hours ago

Colin__Woods: @MayorofLondon what's you favourite flavour of
crisps? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

alastairkirkby: @MayorofLondon Boris, what plans do you have to
increase ties between Australia and London? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

StofEast: Contemplating a new hairstyle @MayorofLondon ?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Dobblesworth: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

milkypirate: @MayorofLondon #askboris Tipper trucks in LDN
drive are driven in packs / aggressively & kill cyclists. What's

being done to educate/police?
about 3 hours ago

cryzmakepeace: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

RobGriffiths92: #AskBoris if you were a penguin for a day, what
would be your first duty? @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

ItsSaam: If you were an animal what would you be?
@MayorofLondon #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

PGulzar: RT @MayorofLondon: looking at dlr and bakerloo
extensions but govt needs to bring us in on south east rail
franchise #askboris @sianloutier…
about 3 hours ago

RealHumptyB: @MayorofLondon @i_own_a_unicorn Petty crime
up there, Boris, is terrible. Needs bobbies on beat. #askboris
about 3 hours ago

SultanOfSudan: RT @gemmajadeeee: #AskBoris my boyfriend
wouldn't let me name my cat after you, does this make you as
upset as me. @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

PlanetDacha: @MayorofLondon how fast does a cheetah run?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

stu_fizzle: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Steven_Alliss: #askboris @MayorofLondon What is your favourite
book?
about 3 hours ago

smacfadyen11: @MayorofLondon do you think phasing out cash
payments on buses will compromise safety for people trying to
get home at night? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

JordanPolitics: @MayorofLondon How did you enjoy your time in
Australia? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

SamuelPorts: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Craigooooo: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

MikeRoberts5963: @MayorofLondon What is the most definitive
way of proving that a dressing gown on the floor is not infact a
deceased Jedi? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

Tom_M_94: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris What is your favourite
flavour of crisp?
about 3 hours ago

manofworms: @MayorofLondon Do you have enough mockTudor mansions for all of #CFC's and #THFC's new signings to
live in? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

WingCommander2: Any plans to make London a greener city?
@MayorofLondon #askboris
about 3 hours ago

PGulzar: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

LolaxLou: #askboris Does the wig come off during intercourse
about 3 hours ago

ElectricManny: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

pindibuoy: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

RGoodland: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris If 'LONDON' was an
anagram - your name wouldn't align within it properly. How can
you resolve this? #LondonLad
about 3 hours ago

Blacklist_Drums: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

matt_arnott: RT @MayorofLondon: looking at dlr and bakerloo
extensions but govt needs to bring us in on south east rail
franchise #askboris @sianloutier…
about 3 hours ago

Laura_Joyce_: #AskBoris How's your Twerking skills?
@MayorOfLondon
about 3 hours ago

Bannimal: RT @MayorofLondon: on a bright autumn afternoon i
yearn for rugby and am much looking forward to world cup
#askboris @NessElver
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: RT @Josephsavage91: @MayorofLondon what
do you think of England retaining the ashes? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

HeatherOfJones: Don't tell me @jonic has missed another
#AskBoris ...
about 3 hours ago

DanDEnglish: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

kardashianiam: @MayorofLondon have you ever shopped im
primark #askboris
about 3 hours ago

MrHarryCole: RT @gemmajadeeee: #AskBoris my boyfriend
wouldn't let me name my cat after you, does this make you as
upset as me. @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

elrevert: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Jessiekedj: The mayor of London is real really doing a #AskBoris
oh my god
about 3 hours ago

regenersisit1: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

benjamin_bull: @MayorofLondon lets have an audible alert for
the actual door open on the tube, Often people don't know its
them holding us up #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

SultanOfSudan: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

megannreeves: RT @MayorofLondon: I'm here and ready for
your questions please send in using #AskBoris
http://t.co/WeuJIXnPXM
about 3 hours ago

JoeyOneBottle: @MayorofLondon How many pairs of underwear
do you go through a week? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

JackDanielSmith: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

CraigSnr: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged
dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

NAS_Anna_: @MayorofLondon A year on from the paralympics
how have you improved housing and transport for disabled
Londoners? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Junaidzureee: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

leogowing23: @MayorofLondon Boris, are you my biological
father? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

mat_would: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

chrisorford: @MayorofLondon Wensleydale or Stilton? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

AFCWNico: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

WessonWebb: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

Dannie_Wright: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

andybolton: What is the largest measure of seismic activity thus
recorded in Crossrail drilling & boring? @MayorofLondon
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

JoeyHigham: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

joehodrien: @MayorofLondon Why can't you add credit to an
Oyster card online without validating it at a station? Some prefer
the bus. #askboris
about 3 hours ago

JoeyHigham: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MartinFarrar: RT @MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has
edged dodgeball #askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

steven_laing: Why don't Tram stop Ticket Machines allow oyster
top ups? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

chanttellePtgod: @MayorofLondon #askboris thanks for having
beautiful hair
about 3 hours ago

Danwithtwoears: #askboris WHAT'S YOU'RE FAVOURITE
FLAVOUR OF PIE?
about 3 hours ago

SirJase: @MayorofLondon Does London really care what goes on
in the rest of the country? Should you be a separate entity like
the Vatican? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

HasanMulla: @MayorofLondon #askboris Apart from politics,
everyone loves you by your humor. What do you think of this?
about 3 hours ago

CraigTurner387: Will you ever play another charity football game
after that insane tackle? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

missscottfraser: @MayorofLondon Dear Boris, what is your cure
for helmet hair post-cycle? Yours is remarkably voluminous at all
times. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

farliechink: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

Bauer7052: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris still waiting for an
answer on the badger cull, I have asked the question twice!!
about 3 hours ago

argumentalist: @MayorofLondon Can you outline your
assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of the GLA-MoL-TfL
model of city governance? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

kingsays: @MayorofLondon How does it feel to be one of KING'S
Kings... kingsays.com/kings-kings/ #askboris
about 3 hours ago

SaSkyscrapers: @MayorofLondon Did you enjoy your visit to
Melbourne recently? (my hometown!) Any urban inspirations for
London? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: i think tropic thunder has edged dodgeball
#askboris @mitchlawley
about 3 hours ago

calumlupin: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

TheUnknownBaker: @MayorofLondon Me and you are BFF's
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

ChananaJC: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris When will Crossrail
finally be ready?
about 3 hours ago

Mumzy96: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

FionnaighHessey: RT @Neilthody: #askboris any news on when
we might expect to see air conditioning across the underground
network. Limited to the new trains…
about 3 hours ago

Mozkovich: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Is it bad I find people
who voted for Ken intolerable? #BackedBoris
about 3 hours ago

RhiordMSYP: @MayorofLondon when making tea, do you require
milk first or second? This is important Mr Johnson. #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Mumzy96: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris Why
do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

RobElflain: @MayorofLondon #askboris any chance of you taking
over c2c or ga?
about 3 hours ago

MerelyImputed: s the next "terror" attack on UK/US going to be
Chem Weps we've given to Al-Qaeda in #Syria used against us?
Is that the plan? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Microsoft_UK_: RT @MayorofLondon: london's olympic legacy is

the best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east
london ! #askboris @i_own_a_…
about 3 hours ago

Microsoft_UK_: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks
we are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket
parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

Microsoft_UK_: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

ste17hill: @MayorofLondon do you think @andy_murray can win
the US Open? #askboris
about 3 hours ago

JackAttack467: Will you ever play another charity football game
after that insane tackle? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

fergie_lauren: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks
we are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket
parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

TomLav: @MayorofLondon Have you ever been asked about
doing a shampoo advert? Possible new face of L'Oreal? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

rory0496: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Why are you such a
legend?
about 3 hours ago

DJMaskedMenace: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris
@AmyZofiaBrooks we are going to plant up to 20k street trees
and 100 pocket parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

playonstargazer: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris Will you run as
leader of the Tory party?
about 3 hours ago

MayorofLondon: RT @mitchlawley: @MayorofLondon what's your
favourite film? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

Emily_Base_New: @MayorofLondon Have you ever watched
Casualty? If not you should, it's fab! #askboris
about 3 hours ago

RoastRestaurant: RT @MayorofLondon: london's olympic legacy
is the best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east
london ! #askboris @i_own_a_…
about 3 hours ago

HockridgeHannah: @MayorofLondon #askboris do you prefer
blondes or brunettes?
about 3 hours ago

wookeydog: @MayorofLondon what is your favorite dinner?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

LucyHayler1: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

arsington: @MayorofLondon How do you keep your hair in such
a lovely soft and fluffy condition? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

IcelandAirForce: #askboris any chance of Tube and bus fares
being lowered? I seem to remember a figure or 20% of peoples
income goes on tavel
about 3 hours ago

Coxlin: @MayorofLondon Can we have bigger trains and tubes so
we are not all like sardines when coming into work? :P #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

JoeyHigham: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris

@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

AmberSaiint: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris How are youu? And
why aren't you PrimeMinister yet? You're my hero!
about 3 hours ago

51_pct: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks we
are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket parks
by 2015
about 3 hours ago

JoeyHigham: RT @davidandrewt: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Why do all the new buses smell of socks?
about 3 hours ago

CllrGaryMalcolm: RT @drewsonix: @MayorofLondon #askboris
Did you notice on your trip to Acton: no Barclays bikes in W3 or
W4. No safe place to bike in Du Ca…
about 3 hours ago

CloudedHair: #AskBoris @MayorofLondon - Tits or Ass?
about 3 hours ago

steserf: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh socks
straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris @davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago

PimlicoLocal: RT @henryrhall: @MayorofLondon When will we
start seeing real progress to improve the safety of cyclists
accross London? #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

sarah22xoxo: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris I just want to say you
that I think you are AWESOME! #gottalovetheboris
about 3 hours ago

TheUnknownBaker: @MayorofLondon Boris i look.up to you
so.much #askboris
about 3 hours ago

_jamiebr0wn: RT @MayorofLondon: #AskBoris @F_McCullough
spaghetti, meatballs and late night cheese from the fridge!
about 3 hours ago

ElectricManny: RT @jastafarii: #AskBoris would you risk it for a
chocolate biscuit?
about 3 hours ago

bettyhashtag: @MayorofLondon can we be best friends?
#askboris
about 3 hours ago

JoeyOneBottle: @MayorofLondon Playstation 4 or Xbox One?
#RealQuestion #AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

HSSHire: @MayorofLondon Which London construction has
moved the city forward the most over the last decade?
#AskBoris #Construction
about 3 hours ago

northolt3103: @MayorofLondon #askboris re- rickshaws send
someone out one night to have a look at how dangerous these
things are!!!
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @MayorofLondon: london's olympic legacy is the
best of any host city - look at the benefits already in east london
! #askboris @i_own_a_…
about 3 hours ago

Hal_McGonigle: #askboris @MayorofLondon What's your
favourite colour?
about 3 hours ago

ItsSaam: @MayorofLondon you should do a meet and greet!
#askboris yes?:)
about 3 hours ago

HasanMulla: RT @MayorofLondon: #AskBoris @F_McCullough
spaghetti, meatballs and late night cheese from the fridge!
about 3 hours ago

WhatsGuanine_: #AskBoris Will you marry me?
about 3 hours ago

JoelClayt: Would you ever consider putting yourself forward for
Conservative leadership? #AskBoris @MayorofLondon
about 3 hours ago

Amyjayneee: "@MatWakenshaw: How are you cracking down on
extortionate rent prices in London? #AskBoris" I SECOND THIS
about 3 hours ago

philverney: @MayorofLondon have you ever ridden the DLR and
sat at the front so you could pretend you were the driver?
#AskBoris
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @MayorofLondon: #askboris @AmyZofiaBrooks
we are going to plant up to 20k street trees and 100 pocket
parks by 2015
about 3 hours ago

RonanLoas: #askboris @MayorofLondon Mayor of Paris ?
about 3 hours ago

jastafarii: #AskBoris would you risk it for a chocolate biscuit?
about 3 hours ago

TalkLondon: RT @AmyZofiaBrooks: @MayorofLondon #AskBoris
Thanks for introducing more trees around Harrow Rd. What can
we do to see and support more nat…
about 3 hours ago

StewartsSatire: RT @MayorofLondon: you mean lovely new fresh
socks straight out of the dryer my friend ! #askboris
@davidandrewt
about 3 hours ago
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